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Extend The Trains
Summer Residents Would
Like To Remain With Us
Until Sept. 29
As a result of the notice regard
ing a petition for extended Pull
man service, published in this
newspaper last week, telephone
calls atxl notes have been received
indicating that there la consider
able demand for a through Pull
man from Rockland to New York
after Sept. 15. which is the final
date on which this service is now
scheduled. Sept. 29 Is the date
most favored.
Summer residents are staying
longer into the fall season in
Maine each year. Maine often
gets some of its finest weather in
September. The Bar Harbor Ex
press continues to run on the Ells

worth branch Wednesdays and
Sundays from Sept. 18 to Oct. 6 in
clusive. but the Pullman service on
the Rockland branch is discon
tinued Sept. 15.
It is hoped that if a sufficient
' number of persons sign a petition
1 for this service on Sept. 29, that
a through Pullman connection
may be scheduled for that date.
AU interested are urged to call
or drop a note to the Rockland
Chamber of Commerce.
HOSPITAL PLEDGES DUE

To those whose pledges to Knox
Ho ipital remain outstanding, re
minder is made that the amounts
are new due, an das the books are
about to be closed, a prompt pay
ment would be appreciated. The
First National Bank ls authorized
to receive all such monies, or upon
notification. Miss Vittrice Carini
will be glad to make 'personal col
lection.

SPECIAL
THIS WEEK
ONLY
LIVE BOILED LOBSTER MEAT, $1.00 POUND
BOILED LOBSTERS, 25c PER POUND
SALAD LOBSTERS, 19c PER POUND
ALSO LOBSTERS, 6 for $1.00; DOZEN for $2.00

MATINICUS LOBSTER CO.
TILLSON AVENUE

TEL. 56-W

ROCKLAND
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FOR ROCKLAND’S
REPRESENTATIVE TO LEGISLATURE

ALBERT C.

JONES

Rockland born and
Knows Rock

land people and their

problems.
Truly,

the

choice

of the people, who will
work for their best

interests at all times.
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AN APPRECIATION
I Wish to take this

opportunity
press

my

to

ex

apprecia

tion of the support

accorded me in the

June

Primaries and

to express the hope

that my friends will
give equal support to
my candidacy at the

polls Monday.

STUART C.
BURGESS

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

PIRATES DRAW FIRST BLOOD
Camden Errors Give Them Initial
Game—Double Header At Camden
Sunday Afternoon

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

THREE CENTS A COPY

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Volume 95

Hits Its Stride

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Editor, WM. O. FULLER
Associate Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable ln advance; single copies three
cents.

Number 107.

Nursing Service Campaign
Committee Hard At Work
—Not Related To the
Red Cross

“The Black Cat”
M

a

Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Tlje general committee of the
The Rockland Gazette was established ln 1848. In 1874 the Courier
was established and aonsolldated with the Gazette ln 1882. The Free Press nursing service drive has hit Its
was established ln 1856 and ln 1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. These stride and the preliminary work is
papers consolidated March 17,1897.
well ln hand. A clty-wlde canvass
The Rockland Pirates took first field. Foote led the hitters with
will be made around the last week
blood in their past season series a double and a single.
ln September with all sections of
[EDITORIAL]
with the Camden Shells at Corn Camden
the city being covered. The ob
munity Park last night. Thc
ab rbhpo a e
jective is $2000 for the nursing
CURIOUS
CAMPAIGN
CLOSING
game to have been played In Cam Miller, ss ............ 2
00 1 2 2
By The Roving Reporter
service and $500 for the Rockland
den Friday night has been can Lord, cf
02 1 0 0
.......... 3
A political campaign which has had no parallel ln the
Boy
Scouts.
By
combining
these
celled. as only five innings are Cail. 3b ............... 3
0 1 0 2 0
State's history so fat; as Knox County is concerned, draws to a
possible before dark. The double Gray, If, rf .......... 3 0 1 0 0 0
two agencies the citizens of Rock
close Saturday night with many voters possibly unaware that
Camden is building a piece of
header at Camden Sunday, which Richards, p........ 2 0 1110
land
are spared a second drive with permanent highway at the southern
next Monday ls the date when they cast their ballots for
will se-v? tp the climax, begins at Wadsworth, lb .... 2008101
Its duplication of effort and ex entrance to the business section. It
three officials as prominent as United States Senator, Repre
1.30 p. in., and the seasons big Woodward, c. If .. 2003001
pense, for were not the Scouts in will be a decided Improvement, and
sentative to Congress and Governor—that too ln a Presi
crowd is expected.
Heald, 2b ............ 2 0 0 1 3 2|
cluded, much the same procedure may have been necessitated by the
• • • •
dential year. Oh! for a revival of the day of flag-ralslngs
Gawyer, c ...»..... 2 0 0 0 0 0
involving practically the same peo army of “thumbers” which congre
Bennett, rf .......... 0 0 0 0 0 0
and torchlight processions. Thus far the Democrats have had
Rockland 4, Camden 0
ple would have to be gona through gates in that particular locality.
Boynton,
rf
........
0
0
0
0
0
0
a
single
rally
and
the
Republicans
will
not
have
theirs
until
In another short igame the Pi
ln a Scout drive. So ln the inter
Saturday night, when the curtain will fall on the most color
rates won over tlie Camden Shells
ests of the general good the two
Lots of beer and ale must have
21
0
5
12
8
4
less campaign ever "waged" in Knox Conuty.
by the score of 4-0. French scat
agencies combine for the financial been consumed in tlie Pine Tree
Roekland
tered five hits, while Richards was
The reason of course, is not far to seek. Knox County
campaign.
State during tlie year which ended
touched for only three* but his sup
ab r bh po a e
with Republicans out and voting, is predominantly of that per
A perfectly amazing degree of July 30. as tlie sales earned the
port was woefully weak in the in- Thompson, c ..... 3 0 0 8 0 0
suasion, even with the “enemy" organized and hustling. In
public interest is apparent in the State a net profit ot $1,396,533. All
Foote, lb .....
2 2 2 5 0 0
this election the Democrats offer to the voters only a skeleton
nursing service in Rockland, an en but $100,000 of tills revenue goes
French, p ........... 2 0 0 0 2 0
couraging condition for the drive Into the State's general fund, out of
ticket and an organization not too closely welded. But while
Ellis, ss. 3b......... 12 10 0 0
committee to meet. The forced which old age assistance, educa
the
situation
points
to
undoubted
Republican
success,
there
Chisholm, cf ...... 1 0 0 0 1 0
abandonment of the nursing service tional work and other State proj
ls
one
thing
which
the
members
of
that
party
should
not
over

Annis. 3b, If........ 2 0 0 0 0 1
by the Red Cross when Community ects are provided.
look and that ls the fact that two men are going up and
Collamore. 2b ....„ 2 0 0 1 0 1
Chest collapsed filled Rockland
down the State—smooth, shrewd, plausible politicians—sell
Drinkwater, rf.... 2 0 0 1 0 0
folk with consternation, and its
SATt’RDAY
There are three basic types of
Winchenbach, if 1 0 0 0 0 0
ing their wares and endeavoring to profit by the unfortunate
rescue by the present group, at the shoes for Fall wear: The street
NIGHT
Billings, ss.......... 1 0 0 0 1 0
mess in Augusta, where Republicans are working bravely and
urgent request of Mayor Veazie. has brogue, the heavy country shoe and
Buses After the
unflinchingly to eradicate officials who have yielded to the
practically unanimous endorsement
the evening shoe. In the street
17 4 3 15 4 2
Dance
by the citiens. Miss Eliza Steele,
siren of temptation. As The Courier-Gazette remarked when
group, the Blucher Is good. We find
Camden ............. ....... 0 0 0 0 0—0
ls being retained in her old capa a return of the darker colors, ma
the disclosures were first made, all of the States have these
Rockland
............... 2 0 3 0 x—4
city under the same conditions as hogany. for example. Country shoes
unsavory troubles from time to time—now Republican and
under the old regime.
Two base hit, Foote. Hit by pitch
now
Democratic.
Neither
party,
as
a
whole,
ts
any
more
re

are made now of antiqued-leathers,
DANCE
er, Ellis. Sacrifice hit, French.
It should be carefully borne in calling tor broguier-looking pat
sponsible
than
is
the
church
which
is
discovered
to
have
a
OCEAN VIEW BALLROOM Struck out, by French 8. by Rich
mind that the Knox County Chap
terns. Thick heavy soles with wide
blackguard or a criminal occupying one of its pews.
ter American Red Cross, gave up
ards 3. Base on balls, off French 1,
Every Monday Night
extensions are predlmonant. Eve
The
Republicans
are
faced
with
the
duty
of
supporting
the nursing service last month for ning shoes remain about as usual
BI D CLARK and ORCHESTRA off Richards 2. Umpires. Graffam
national figures who have worked as hard for the State as
i and Graffam. Scorer, Maude Win
tw6 reasons—first, it is the policy With one Innovation: tlie monk shoe
Admission 30c, inrluding tax
Representative Brewster and Representative Margaret Chase
of National Red Cross under pres with goring at the side, concealed
107*108Stf chenbach.
Smith, and they certainly should relish the privilege of sup
ent serious conditions to devote all by a strap finished with a nickel
its energies to disaster relief at
porting that genial and highly efficient Maine statesman.
Prof. Wilbur Frohock of Colum
buckle. One de luxe shoe was seen
home and war and refugee work lined with red grosgraln, which
Sumner Bewail. Every vote cast for these candidates will
bia University will be guest speaker
abroad ln an effort to save civiliza formed tlie piping about the edge
at tomorrow's Rotary meeting. He
serve to hold the hands of Willkie and McNary a little higher
tion-second, the failure of the of the upper.
is a son of Dr. H W. Frohock, and
ln this crucial battle for the uprooting of New Deal burdens.
Chest left the Chapter without
has made remarkably rapid rise
Now ls the time for Knox County to get in its best licks, as
funds to operate the nursing serv
in the educational world since his
we used to say.
Old Rocokland schooldays have
ice. Hence It is in pursuit of the
graduation from Rockland High
certainly had a good talking over
wishes
of
the
Red
Cross
officers
that
School.
EXTEND THE TRAINS!
the new group takes up the respon during the past Summer. Never
were quite so many class reunions
sibility of the nurse.
The news announcement which recently appeared ln
Under the new set up the Rock More power to them.
The Courier-Gazette relative to an extension of the train
land Nursing Service will have no
accommodations found patrons ln a receptive mood for de
connection whatever with the Red
From the Rockland Gazette of
11'
laying the close of the Pullman service until Sept. 29. While
Cross but will operate as a separate May S. 1871:
i'
at
unit. Its offices and regulations
to the great majority of Summer visitors the season prac
We notice that shade trees have
will be presented in full in these been planted ln front of the Con
tically ended on Labor Day this is far from the situation
SOUTH THOMASTON
columns In due course. Its objec gregational Church.
with many others who find the next few weeks the most
tives will be broader than ln former
Our friend Fessenden has intro
attractive part of the season In Maine, what with the
GRANGE HALL
days and these aims will be put duced a new elegant soda fountain.
Autumnal colorings and the Invigorating atmosphere. The
into action as rapidly as finances
New and elegant plaids have Just
enforced closing of the season at an untimely date ls a mat
permit. At the start. Miss Steele been opened at the Rockland Cheap
ter of supreme regret to the tourists, and to all who benefit
will follow the lines of service she Store, O R. Moor St Co., formerly
by the tourists’ presence. It was Mark Twain who intimated
Served from 5 to 7
has performed so admirably ln the Hastings St Moor.
that folks found a good deal of fault with the weather, but
past.
Schooner Henry Castoff went
The officers of the new associa ashore on Dry Ledge near Owl's
. nobody ever did anything about it. But something can be
tion with the trustees and several Head, and was towed off by the
done about this curtailment of Rummer enjoyment, and one
prominent citizens whose aid has steamer Pioneer.
way to do it ls to have the train service extended. So sign
been sought, will form the drive
Ex-Rev. I. S. Kalloch sold his in
a petition to that effect and notify the Rockland Chamber of
committee which is already at work terest ln a Kansas paper he had
Commerce as to your wishes.
receiving initial gifts. Many of been editing.
these gifts must be paid at once if
A halibut weighing 347 pounds
ENVIOUS EYES ON BATH
the service ls to continue, for the was brought into Rockland.
new group starts from scratch,
We don't want war or any part of war. but we cannot help
with no cash—and no debts. It is
casting covetous eyes upon Bath where the keels were laid
The files were decidedly otostrepfelt essential that the work con orus yesterday. Page the fly-swat
Tuesday for a destroyer and a freighter which will represent
tinue without interruption, so MLss ter and the sticky fly paper.
a combined cost of $7,200,000.
Steele will take up her duties ac
tively when she returns, shortly,
Many of tlie Summer posies are
DISCOMFORTS OF WAR
z
from her vacation.
There will be no Red Cross drive beginning to look decidedly rusty
Over in Berlin the sale of cough drops and cold remedies
ln the ordinary sense of the word, But think of the comfort they have
has increased In a marked degree, the sufferers blaming it on
for Its appeal will be ln the annual given.
the British air raids which have compelled the people to spend
Roll Call ln November.
Blackberries are having a good
12 hours in stuffy cellars within a week. In other words the
run tills season. And what do you
Germans are beginning to learn that thir bombing business
THE UAPTITIED CONVICT
In the account of the capture of know about living if you never ate
is a game in which two can play.
the escaped negro convict In Sat blackberry pie?
at 8.00 o'clock
urday's issue, no mention was made
WILLKIE INKWELLS
With herring big and cheaper
of Charles Overlock of Warren,
who working out In that vicinity, than they have been for some time,
One grasps at straws during a political campaign. The
drove up at the time Leland Pea the smokestands at Lubec are ftUpress courtesy desk ln the rotunda of the Administration
body and Almon Young were talk ling up with what the southern cot
Building
at
the
World
’
s
Fair
has
two
inkwells,
one
marked
Mayor of Augusta
ing to the negro, and looking over ton pickers call “blind robins"—oth
"Roosevelt" and one marked "Willkie/’ Director Hayes ls
the situation said, ‘‘You'd better erwise medium smoked herring ln
WILL BE THE SPEAKER
authority for the statement that "about ten times as many
hold that man.” This quickly the “altogether" which will soon be
visiting newspaper men use the Willkie inkwell as use the one
brought the situation to a head, coming off the sticks that are now
AN OUT-OF-STATE SPEAKER ALSO EXPECTED
marked “Roosevelt.”
with the convict making a break holding them over a fire of hard
In a run. then felled with a wrench wood that would suffocate anything
Music By
IS IT INEVITABLE?
but a fish, pickled or not. The
ln the hands of Mr. Peabody.
(Herald Tribune)
name "blind robin" comes from the
r&semblance of a red-brown her
WATERFRONT RIPPLES
Admiral Yates Stirling, Jr., has expressed the belief that
Capt. Alden Johnston has re ring with round black eyes to a
EVERYBODY CORDIALLY INVITED
"the war In the Pacific long prophesied by strategists and
cently bought a sailboat, and with spring robin. The difference ls
economists is inevitable.”
Mrs. Johnston as first mate, will that a robin sings and a herring
107-108
If he means to say that this conflict ls Inevitable In the
Join the club next year. The boat smokes and is wingless, but is bet
very near future we should disagree with him. It Is possible,
ls to be hauled out on the rall- ter eating. Bigger the herring, the
under certain conditions, these being a complete British col
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
lapse before winter, a swift Japanese move to take full ad
ably be a contender In the races more hours in salt and the more
vantage of it and an equally swift American move to crush
way for repairs soon, and will prob- smoke. But. after the slippery
Japanese power in the Pacific before facing the totalitarian
when the season rolls around again. things have been impaled on sticks
• • • •
menace in the Atlantic. But there are too many lfs here to
and drained of the pickle, comes
warrant the feeling of inevitability; and while the develop
The heavy storm did little dam the Judgment. First they have to
ment of other situations in the East that might lead to war
age to the small boats ln the har be hung dose down to the smoke.
are certainly poslble—as in Shanghai, for example—we should
bor, although the mooring of The Hung too high they would dry up
hesitate to say they were likely, and certainly would not say
Shark was dragged.
Ramsdell in the rising heat and be "short" or
they were inevitable.
Packing Co. had two boats tn Ler- burn. Hung low for a while until
Japan is conscious of her disabilities. Her army has been
mond's Cove for shelter.
the smoke "takes'' they are "bayed
a bitter disappointment. Her position in China would be
up" In the peak, where their earlier
precarious if any part of that army were withdrawn. Her
of heat and smoke protects
economic resources are painfully low; and, after being dis
YOUR FAVORITE POEM coat
them from spoilage.
illusioned by the army, no thoughtful Japanese would want to
» I had my life to Uva again ]
stake the navy on any move but a ure thing. Nothing In the
would have made a rule to mad aoma
East is sure enough while Britain is undefeated and the pre
Granny, a black cat owned by W.
poetry and listen to aoma music at
occupation of the totalitarians with British air and sea power
leant once a week. The loaa of theaa Bates, of Charing, and believed to
taatee
la
a
loaa
of
happtneaa.
—
Charlaa
leaves the United States Navy free to resent highhanded Jap
be the oldest tabby in England,
Darwin
anese expansion south of China.
died one week after completing her
If Great Britain were hopelessly crushed, Japan would
LAST WORDS
certainly begin to cash in on her "golden opportunity,” but It
When I am gone, brook no complain twenty-fifth year.
ing,
is doubtful if that program would go Into full swing until
Beloved, shed no tears. It>ray!
Many local lawn mowers have
Japan’s totalitarian friends had forced such American with
Where I shall dwell, there peace la
reigning.
drawals from the Pacific that our resentment of her move
gone Into winter quarters, but rakea
There ahlnea an everlasting day.
ments would have to be stored up against a reckoning ln the
have been decidedly modish since
Where earth's great misery la vanished. Mondays heavy blow. Also lame
remote future.
Your lmagCK shall never fade;
There remains the possibility that this country will de
I’ll pray that all your pain be ban backs.
ished.
termine ln the near future, without further occasion for it
That balm upon your wounds ba
than now exists, to settle scores with Japan before a greater
laid.
Baseball fans have what may be
menace in the Atlantic can develop.
At night, when heavenly peace la fly their last opportunity of the sea
But the present state of public opinion in this country,
ing
son Sunday afternoon when the
however hostile to Japan, being what it is, such action is a
Above the world that sorrow mars.
Ah. think not of my grave with sigh Pirates and Shells play a doublebare possibility, waiting upon some extremely foolish and
ing!
Well wortt$
provocative Japanese act. In this the hard-boiled opportunists
For then I greet you from the etars. header In Camden.
who now control Japanese affairs are most unlikely to indulge.
seeing.
—Annette von Droste Hulehoff

OaklandPark.
J)ancing /
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Friday, Sept. 6

REPUBLICAN
RALLY
COMMUNITY BUILDING

SATURDAY NIGHT, SEPTEMBER 7

HON. FREDERICK G. PAYNE
ROCKLAND CITY BAND
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And I will deliver thee out of the
hand of the wicked, and I will re
deem thee out of the hand of the
terrible.—Jer. 15: 21.

By MOSHER

Book Review
“When the Ships Come In," by
Jack Lawrence. Publishers, Farrar
and Rinehart. New York, Toronto.
When this young author covered
ship news for the New York Eve
ning Mail, there were many ships
that came and went proud mis
tresses of the sea. and made New
York their safe harbor. Jack Law
rence had much fun and charm
ln his delightful stories and on to
his job generally ahead of the
game and all other reporters, and
as he honestly declared he had
•'hunches” of troubles ahead.
Native Manhattan Islander, office
boy for Jim Brady, a teacher of
swimming and an expert at it.
then a life of ship news, and he
dug into these years ef the pic
turesque in New York at a time
when it was full up with romance
and story.
With a rare sense of humor,
and individual charm in the tell
ing of a Ule this book will fasci
nate all w’ho may change upon its
pages. The illustrations by John
OHara Cosgraue. II are quaint and
telling, and the slip cover of East
River a joy. Those who love ships
and shipping stories will revel in
this Jack Lawrence book of tales.
K. S. F.

LEAGUE
Amocos Make It Two Straight
The Amocos made it two in a
row with an easy 10 to 3 win last
night over the Texacos. Not un-

Rockland Lions
Entertained By Smiling
Misses—A Much
Traveled Visitor
Mirth, music and a good menu
marked yesterday’s luncheon meet
ing of the Rockland Lions Club at
The Thorndike Hotel with an at
tendance of 76 percent.
Visiting Lions wer<* Fred C.
’ Rundlett and Charles Ardrie of
Lynn. Mass,. William Keyes of Los
Angeles. Joseph F. Headley of
Vinalhaven and E. D. Morton.
Rundlett. who is 75. is known far
and wide in Lions circles having
in the course of 121,000 miles
travels visited hundreds of c’ubs
in California, Florida and many
other States of the Union, and hav
ing attended all but one of the In
ternational convert ions since 1931.
He came to Maine Aug. 9 and wi a
headqua. .ers at the Eastland Hotel
in Portland, prepared to visit all
of the 44 clubs ln the two districts.
He found that many of them do
not hold sessions in mid-summer
and was completely flabbergasted
when he learned how far away
Fort Kent is. Rundlett is a retired
member cf the Lynn tMar.i Item's
editorial staff
Howari Crockett made his de
but as sons leader yesterday, and
Lions with musical ears discovered
that the rookie member is "a find.”
Announcement was made of a
membership contest to start Sept.
18. with Harold Leach and E.
Stewart Orbeton as rival leaders

A Laicr
Sa/cr
7 m

odd

HOPED-FOR CARS
Her<- is exactly that nearnew used car that you had
hoped to find—at a price you
hardly dared hope to find it.
Smart, sleek, smooth and
snappy in its delightful per
formance. A modern made car
you can drive hour after hour
without the slightest effort. A
true thrift car in gas and oil
mileage.
•39 PLYMOUTH SP'RT SF.H’N
'39 MLRCl'RY 5-PASS COUPE
’39 FORD SEDAN
'39 FORD COUPE
'38 PONTIAC TR. TUDOR
•38 FORD TUDOR
'38 HUDSON SEDAN
'38 NASH FAFAVFTTF < Ol PF.
•38 STl DFBAKF.R TR. TUDOR
'38 OLDS. SPORT SEDAN
•38 CHEVROLET ( OUPF
'38 PLYMOUTH TR. TUDOR
'38 FORD SEDAN
•38 FORD 5-PASS CON
VERTIBLE
'38 FORD '» TON PICK-I'P
•38 FORD STATION WAGON
•37 PLYMOUTH COUPE
'37 CHEVROLET COUPE
•37 CHEV. STATION WAGON
'37 FORD STATION WAGON
•37 CllEV. TN. SEDAN
'36 FORD '/a TON PICK-UP
•36 CHEV. CABRIOLET
'36 GRAHAM SEDAN
•35 CHEVROLET COACH
'35 DODGE SEDAN
•35 FORD COUPE
'34 PONTIAC SEDAN
•34 NASH SEDAN
'34 BUCK SEDAN
•32 ESSEX COACH

REMEMBER, WF, DO Ol If
OWN FINANCING

''

RocKiAMD'

Every-Other-Day
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their runs did McLoon's men manage to break through the run
column. Mr. Bisbee pitched him
self another man s ball game and
handed out four singles, all in dif
ferent innings. There really wasn't
any ball game last night, and what
drew the attention of most fans
was the windows in the building
all neatly boarded up. If brother
McLoon is aiming to stop the
Amocos he’s aiming in the wrong
direction on that one. The Amocos
have been winning ball games for
two years, and have only used the
window method once. Bill Welch

took second on a bobble. Day
walked and Valent a's bunt rolled
ln to fill the baae. Bisbee hit to
Spofford who coaildnX make a
play at first, but did get Day go
ing into third, but Sullivan crossed
with the winning inn on the play.
After Brackett reached on an er
ror and Leo singled for one more
run the game was called. The
score:
Texaco
ab r bh po a e
2 1 0 1 2 0
3 1 2 4 0 0
, Merritt, c
3 1 2 0 0 I
2 1 0 0 0 0
Bartlett. p
3 0 0 2 0 0
3 0 0 3 0 4
2 0 0 1 0 0
H. Allen, lf
2 I I 0 0 0
; Hodgkins, r
2 1 1 2 0 1
2 1 1 0 0 0

with two singles and a double while
Roy Mank picked up two of the
hits off Bisbee. The score:
Amoco
ab r bh po a e
A. Wink, r_____ 4 10 110
Lord. 2b ............. 4 2 2 0 0 0
F. Wink. 3b ........ 4 1
22 3 0
Welch, ss ............. 4 3
31
2 1
Sullivan, lb ........ 3 0
19 0 0
Day. C ................. 4 1
22 0 0
Valenta. cf ____ 3 0 0 1
0 0
Shafter, rf _____ 10 0 10 0
Bisbee, p ..... -...... 4 112 10
Brackett, lf ........ 2 0 0 1 0 0
Leo. cf. rf...... ..... 3 12
10 0
36 10 13 21 7 1

Texaco
2 1
0
2 0
9 0
3 0
2 1
9 0
3 1
3 0
3

2

Knowlton. 2b

0

0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
2
0

2
1
2
1
0
8
2
1
0
4

2 0
1 0
9 2
1 1
1 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
1 0

24 7 7* 13 2 6
Amoco

ab
3
3
3
3
2
2
3
3
3
3

Welch, ss
Sullivan. :
Day. c ...
Valenta. <
Bisbee, p
Brackett.

r bh
1 1
2 2
1 1
1 1
2 2
1 1
1 I
0 0
0 1
0 1

po
4
1
2
2
3
0
2
1
1
0

a
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

e
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0

28 9 11 15 2 2
• One out when game was called.
Texaco ....................... 0 0 7 0 0—7
Amoco ....................... 3 0 4 0 2—9
Home run. Welch. Stolen bases.
F. Wink. Sullivan. Base on balls,
off Bartlett 2. off Bisbee 2. Umpires.
Smith and Mosher.
• • • •
Softball Siftings
Roy Mank is proving himself to
be the most valuable man on the
Texaco ball team, and he almost
, found a seat on the bench.
• • • •
Oame number three on the ticket
for tonight, and she looks ac aw
ful lot like number three for
Amoco. If Texaco wins tonight
everybody will be surprised.
• • • •
Bill Welch enjoyed a fine eve
ning at the nlate last night, but
all was not so well in the field, as
the last bad hop. took him right
on the beezer.
e e e e

The umpiring in the se-ies has
been excellent There has fc»en
25 3 4 21 '9 3
one mild sqrawk in the two .tames.
3 0 2 3 1 0 1— 10
Amoco . .......
000001 2— 3
Texaco
Two base hits. Welch, Day. Sac
rifices. Brackett. Merritt. Stolen
bases. Leo 2. A. Wink Double play,
Sullivan 'unassisted*. Base on
balls, off Bartlett 1. off Bisbee 5.
Umpires. Sm'th and Mosher.

• • a a

Amocos Draw First Blood 9 to 7
The Amocos just beat the dark
ness os they squeezed in two runs
in the last of the fifth before thc
game was called Monday night giv
ing them flrst blood in the playoff
with Texaco 9 to 7. Bill Welch
started the champs off In the first
Inning when he walloped what
looked like a double against the
building, but the ball disappeared
through the window for a homer.
Coming behind singles by Al Wink
and Lord they gave Amoco a 3-0
lead. But the Texacos had them
selves an inning in the third. Con| secutive singles by H. Allen. Hodg
kins and Mank scored one run, and
Welch messed up a double play
1 grounder to score two more. Singles
by Merritt and Spofford, a walk to
Bartlett and Bob Allen's fly fin
ished the scoring and left the TexaIcos leading 7 to 3. But Amoco
wasted little time in tying lt up.
Singles by Lord, F. Wink. Sullivan,
Day and Brackett, together with
three errors and a double steal did
the trick. Both teams went score
less in the fourth and tt was obI vious only one more inning could
be played. Texaco threateited in
their fifth, when Seavey strolled
1 and Merritt singled with two out
I but Spofford went down on a foul
pop to Wink. Then the champs
came to to win the ball game. Sul
livan opened with a single and

Invigorating!’

SALADA
ICED TEA

son George of Tqpsficld, Mass.,
Mr. and Mr.s. William J. Rivers of pissed tlie weekend with Mrs.
Quincy, Mass., were weekend guests Dorothy Lindahl.
of Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Rivers.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Payson, son
Mr and Mrs. Phillip Kendall nnd Willard, and daughter June re
turned Tuesday to Needham, Mass.
Dr. and Mrs. Allen Jones and
with President Cleveland to help
keep hls son on the reservation family of Stoneham, Mass., visited
rathei than allow him to engage relatives here over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Merle James and
in the sport of the white man."
IMr. Teague ts now manager of famlly who spent tlie Summer here,
Hotel Churchill, located at Ninth have returned to East Aurora. N. Y.
Thc 4-H Boys Club had exhibits
avenue and C street, San Diego.
Calif. Those were great days Ed. at Union Fair and received second
prizes thus: Laurl Niemi, string
—Sports Editor]

CUSHING

SELF 1
SERVICE

each mynsss

IS 8AB6A/N DAY ATAM

At AIP Mirkrh. we price rrmtfelhf l<w, e»vr» day In liw
tert, Wa tit* t mart t>*n a few pr’.ree aa traA-rnd ap«*iali
and keep all other price* up. No Mwilam. you let k price*
•»n vour full poetry ortler, rrrry time you cme t-- an A4P
Market. There are two hit rea«>o» f<r these dally Im prices.
First we buy direct, mtt
nut in’between proflL'. Thu •«
operate our atore* efficiently—m» fancy fl turea « charge rcfounti to inereaac the pricea ><>u pay. So (Mat—buy al AA?
market*—where e»ery day Ii bants In oby.

I

hr

SrO7te

LB

SEPTEMBER ISSUE

Wsman’s 03y
Heavy Steei Bee!

STEAKS oiROASTS
Porterhouse, Sirloin, Bottom
Round or N Y Sirloin

LB

NOW ON SAIEI

FANCY NORTHWESTERN
LB ,
TURKEYS
SMOKED SHOULDERS
LEAN
LB
5UNNYFIELD-WHOLE
SMOKED HAMS
OR EITHER HALF
IB
Chickens .STSTS ,.25‘ Beef Liver
Hamburg Steak X7LB 17c Brisket
SEA FOODS
------ COLD CUTS
Frankforts
SALMON
Lb25c
FRESH
Minced Ham
:c
Bologna
ub29c
HALIBUT
Liverwurst
FANCY SLICED
CORNED BEEF
N. Y. Style Cure

37‘

YOUR CHOICE

Sunnyfield
Cooked Hams
WHOLE

oi EITHER HALE

LB

27‘

In packages and tea-bags at your grocer's

BANANAS
FIRM, RIPE

FREE!!!

beans; Howard Rowell, Kenneth
Orne and Kenneth Hyler, potatoes;
Sidney Orne, beets. At the Wind
sor Fair, first prizes were awarded
Lauri Niemi on string beans; Ken
neth Orne, potatoes; Sidney Orne,
beets; Howard Rowell, second prize
on potatoes; Douglas Crute, second
on beets; and Kenneth Hyler, third
on potatoes.
Judson Smith who ls a patient at
Knox Hospital is much improved.
Miss Jeannette Overlock of War
ren visited Sunday at tlie Orff
Farm.

KETS

5.29'

3 LBS 25c
TOKAY GRAPES
SWEET POTATOES
10 LBS 29c
ORANGES
SIZE 252-288
2 doz 39c
lb5C
NATIVE TOMATOES
GREEN BEANS
FRESH NATIVE
LB 5C
NATIVE CABBAGE
3 LBS 10C

LIFEBUOY SOAP
1ICP All

EXTRA FANCY
MIXED VEGETABLES

VLU"MLL

dexo

3 CABS 17#
4 QC
2 4|UQC
NO 2
CANS

125 FT.
ROLLS

WAX PAPER QUEEN ANN
2 cq? 79c
PRESERVING
JARS
?
69
14'
JAR RINGS COOD LUCK 3 PKGS 20'
37'
CIDER VINEGAR ann pace qjaarrt10c
‘
RINSO 2^15
PKGS
CAKE FLOUR SUNNYFIELD 2
LGE
RINSO 2 PKGS
nipi/i CO xayfair sliced
rlbl\Ltd
CUCUMBER
SPRY
CRISCO tf 17‘ tf 47'
AVALON CIGARETTES 2
4I
SOS CLEANER
«c 11'
GRAVY MASTER
2125'
SPAM
OUR OWN TEA BALLS
5'
A HORMEL
PRODUCT
ANN PAGE JAM
tf17'
2caSsz49£
FRENCH DRESSING 33 -10'
57*
FAMILY FLOUR SUNNYFIELD
DIRTY MOORE
orc
CORNED BEEF ARMOUR'S 2■ cans Ow
BEEF STEW
FANCY THREE
19'
CRABMEAT DIAMONDS
1J4 LB i
NO.2KQQC
CANS ,
2
JO
FRUIT COCKTAIL A4P 2
ORANGE JUICE SUNDINE 2
11'
> SUNNYFIELD
The new 100%
hydrogenated
vegetable
shortening

1 I D
UD
TIN

3 LB
TIN

“Here’s your son,
Lady” ... and
mother had to
look twice.
Yes, Mothers, we can surprise
you in your own son if you'll leave
him here for half an hour and
come bark.
He II look like a well dressed
cover on the Saturday Evening
Post when you see him again.

And the entire cost won't upset
Dad's indigestion.

FALL SUITS

$12.00 to $25.00
SLACKS

$2.50 to $6.50
SWEATERS

$1.00 to $5.00

2H LB
PKGS

With every Glenwood Range purchased in our
store, we will give, Absolutely Free—

A 9x12 Rug or its Equivalent in
Floor Covering
This offer extends over a limited period

SPECIAL NOTICE!
Come in and sec the New Glenwood Range with a
»
Built-in Oil Burner

BURPEE’S
361 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

SHIRTS
HOSE

$5.00

IV ill outwear most makes

GREGORY’S
TEL. 294
416 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.

SCHOOL OPENS
NEXT TUESDAY
Swing wide the doors and let the
children in

For once again it's time for School Days

to begin

SCHOOL SHOES *1.50t0 *5.00

BE

(fy&udTHAT

YOU ARE AN
AMERICAN
BECAUSE: Your soul and vour body can
be called your own;
BECAUSE: Your rulers are your servants,
not your masters;
BECAUSE: You are a free individual with
the right to think, speak, write, vote, and
worship as you please;
BECAUSE: You and your children enjoy
comforts, luxuries, protection, and oppor
tunities unequalled in any other country.
BECAUSE: At the gateway of your America
stands the Goddess of Liberty, with a torch
in her hand that will never be "blacked
out" so long as you and your fellow-Americans appreciate your blessings and stand
guard over them.

For Boys and Girls

BLACKINGTONROCKLAND.
’S ME.
310 MAIN STREET.

6 LB
TIN

47c8t-l“94c

PKGS

prices through Spt., Sept. 7

RASPBERRY

24*4 LB
BAG

6H OZ
CAN

25c to 50c
SCOUT SHOES

16 OZ
JAR

I LB
TIN

M*°z

$1.00

Thc entertainment was furnished
by those popular submarine mu- ,
sicians Marlon and Bernadine, the
former a sweet voiced vocalist ’and
the latter a skilled accompanist.
Their duets proved especially
popular, one of them at the ex- '
pense of the Boston dentist, and
one of them reddening the checks
of a member whose last Initial
occurs early ln the alphabet.

The flrst amateur outdoor ath
letic games in America were held
in New York on Oct. 21. 1871.

section of the park sat a gaily be
decked and motley group of In
dians. They were Algonquins from
Old Town, Maine, and they were
Those Were Great Days attracting almost as much atten
Over On the Old Warren tion as the great Rusie out there
on the mound.
Ball Field
"Then up to the plate strode a
The Courier-Gazette’s thanks go Cleveland player, a man clear-eyed
to Edwin O. Teague, former man and dark of visage, a flne, broadager of the Warren baseball team shouldered. graceful athlete. He
for a magazine article by Jim Hur tapped the rubber with his bludgeon
ley, entitled “Lo. Vanishing Ath inviting the renowned Rusie to do
lete.'' It deals with the story ol his worst. The Giant tosser wound
four Indians, Louis Sockalexis. hp. ungpiled and sent the ban
Tom Longboat, Chief Meyers, and toward the plate. Almost simul
taneously there was a sharp re
Chief Bender.
The part relating to Sockalexis port and New York's next glimpse
is of special interest to Knox of the great Indian ballplayer.
County readers who recall that Louis Sockalexis, was just a vision
marvelous team which Teague ! as he skirted the bases for a home
managed when the lineup included 1 run before the ball could be reSockolexis. Powers and Curley, all I turned to the Infield. Then the
of whom went to the major leagues | Redskin contingent among the
the season after they played ln fans arose en masse and treated
the white man’s metropolis to a
Warren.
The following is quoted from spell of real yelling.
“Louis Sockalexis was one of a
Hurley's interesting article:
"Coogans bluff has echoed a group of American Indians who
varied assortment of noises back wrote brilliant athletic history In
to the Polo ‘Grounds below lt ever to the pages of United States sports
since the New York Giants made over a period of two decades, be
their home in Its shadows back ginning a few years before the
In 1891. but it ls doubtful if any turn of the century.
of them were stranger than those
“Idolized, publicized, dramatized,
that rent the alr of uptown Gotham picturesque members of a fast dim
that May afternoon back ln 1897.
lnishing aboriginal race, they were
"Cleveland, thert In the National the white man's heroes. But the
League, was opposing the Giants. white man’s adulations and his in
But things were in good hands— dulgences helped write “finis" pre
as a matter of fact in the mighty maturely on the records of some
hands of the Incomparable Amos of them even as hls vices quickened
Rusie, trusted New York pitcher, the racial degeneration of their
and local rooters settled back for stock. Sockalexis, the Algonquin
the proverbial Giant victory with from Maine, whose father once
Rusie in the box. Over ln one Journeyed to Washington to plead

When “Sock” Played

KNOX COUNTY
TRUST COMPANY
ROCKLAND. CAMDEN. UNION. VINALHAVEN
WARREN

CANS

12 OZ
CANS

MAGNIFICENT
FLAVOR!
You will find A&P Coffee
so delicious because it is
freshly roasted and Cus
tom Ground fortyour own
coffee pot.

EIGHT O'CLOCK

COFFEE
3?ag39c

i.
Z^Vl
^02 fiaqsi

PRESERVESI
27c
RASP, or
STRAW.

2 LB
JAR

PURE LARD
REFINED

2r,KGs15t

FOR THOSE

COFFEE
BOKAR
FRESHLY GROUND,
VIGOROUS AND WINEY

2

1 LB
BAGS

EXPERTLY BAKED
DELIVERED FRESH DAILY

I A&P Soft Twist Bread
1 lb 4 oz a tec

f
2
Jane Parker Donuts
LOAVES

462 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND. MAINE
"Grocery and produce prices also effective at Belfast, and
37 Cim Street, Camden"

|

PLAIN or
SUGARED DOZ

PoundCakes

4 An

IU

EACH

19c

TALK OF THE TOWN

SJ
'/jrtHUUT
Sept. 5—Union Special meeting ot
Woman's Community Club.
8ept. 5—Reunion of the clasa of 1921.
Rockland High School, at Crescent
Beach Inn.
Sept 7—Knox Pomona Orange meets
ln Appleton
Sept. 8—Services resumed at the
Congregational Church
8ept 10- City schools open.
Sept. 10 Miriam Rebekah Lodge fair
at Odd Fellows hall.
Sept 13 Educational Club meets
with Mrs Robe B Hupper. Tenants
Harbor
,
'
Sept. 15“ Donut Day at the World's
Fair.

REUNIONS
Sept. 7—Whitmore Family: At home
of Mr. and Mrs W J Bryant. Union
Common; lf stormy, following Mon
day.

Winslow-Holbrook Post,
meets tonight.

Paqe Three
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Every-Other-Day

A.

L„

Bluebonnet Troop of Oirl Scouts
holds Its first meeting of the Fall
season Monday night at Uniyersalist vestry. Captain Trask .hopes
there will be a full attendance.

Worship gervices at the Congre
gational Church will be discontin
ued until Sept. 29, on account of
the absence of the pastor. The
church auditorium is also to be re
decorated during this period.
Our thanks to Sam Sezak of the
Athletic Department of the Univer
sity of Maine for copies of the in
stitution's Fall sports schedule. The
writer hepes to meet Sam at some
of them.
At Tuesday night's National
Ouard drill, it was reported that of
ficers will be busy recruiting the
week of Sept. 16, and will not be
sent to Fort Williams, in Portland,
until Sept. 23.
The sheriff's department is in
vestigating the looting of Charles
Shadie's vegetable garden at Owl's
Head. There are rumors of an ar
rest to be made. Several bushels
of potatoes were stolen, and vines
were ruthlessly trampled.
The fact that the Democratic
County ticket is only partly filled
is due entirely to the fact tliat
nobody else qualified before the
June Primaries. An absurd rumor
ls afloat—as is always the case dur
ing a campaign.

Trapshooters will be interested to
note that the first trap shoot of
the season will be held Sunday at
PinehiH. Olen Cove. This ls direct
ly behind the Hall's Cabins on top
of the hill, with ample parking and
everybody welcome.
The Knox County Camera Club
met last night at the cottage of
Sidney Cullen, Coopers Beach. A
fish chowder supper was served,
and a fine crowd attended. Wil
bur Senter showed the latest se
quences of "Knox County On Pa
rade" a film being prepared by the
club.

Many local people will drive to
Lincolnville Center tonight to at
tend a Republican Rally at Tran
quility Grange hall where Hon.
Frederick G. Payne, Augusta, and
Henry M Famum, Lewiston will be
among the speakers. Payne, three
times mayor of Augusta and run
ner-up for the O.O.P gubernatorial
nomination last June, is serving as
State Commissioner of Finance.
Famum. a former Bates College de
bater now studying at Yale Law
School, is the Androscoggin Coun
ty member of the Maine Council of
Young Republican Clubs. Thc pro
gram will be interspersed with com
munity singing and the rally will be
followed by a dance. Many of the
county candidates will bc intro
duced by Oeorge E. Nichols, chair
man of the Waldo County G.O.P.
Committee.
-

William Cold has returned to thc
The scarcity of Canadian cars in
Veterans' Hospital ln Togus, for this vicinity Js often commented
medical treatment.
upon this Summer. Strict war
regulations.
Miss Lotte McLaughlin is resum
ing her private vocal lessons. For
Tom Ryan has gone to Brighton,
auditions, telephone 42-M.
Mass., to attend the funeral of hls
nephew John O. Ryan, 14, who was
The American Legion National Instantly killed Monday by an ex
Convention will be held in Boston press train at the Fanuell Station In
Sept. 23-26, and many from this vi Brighton. He was a member of "St.
cinity are planning to attend.
Cclumbklll Parochial" school, and
thc son cf the late John O. Ryan
All out of town pupils who are who died one year ago. His father
entering Rockland High School for was a former resident of Rockland,
the first time arre asked to register having been employed by the Rock
for their courses at the High School land Dally Star. A full account of
building this week.
the tragedy appears in another
column.
Winslow-Holbrock Unit No. 1,
American Legion Auxiliary will
For several weeks breakfast par
meet Monday night at 7.30 at Le
gion hall. Plans for the Fall work to ties have gone out from Hillcrest
be discussed and other important Riding Academy. The last two
Sundays they started at 6.30 arid
matters.
rode to Ralph Wiggin's Summer
Members of the class of 1921, home in Warren. There were 16
Rockland High School, and their ot 17 present. July and August have
guests are asked to meet in Post been busy at Hillcrest. Riders from
Office square at 6.30 tonight, pre the Summer colonies and girls'
paratory to attending the annual camps in Knox and Waldo counties
have enjoyed the fine horses ar.d
reunion at Crescent Beach Inn.
trails. The Fall season Just opening
T
-------John Beloin, proprietor of the is the best time of all for 'he sport
popular eating establishment on of riding and some moonlight trips
the Camden to Lincolnville road, are already planned.
is spending the week at the World’s
Fair in New York, accompanied by
Samuel Peterson and Fred Dyer
Mrs. Beloin. They return Sunday. have moved from 9 Oranite street
to 28 Masonic street, and Suffolk
Dr. John Smith Lowe, after the
street respectfully.—Oordon Bowser
most gratifying Summer in the
and Herbert Huntley have moved
history of the Little Brown Church
from the Lothrop-poynton house
in Round Pond, will return to his on Lisle street to 59 Masonic street.
Rockland pulpit Sunday with a
message of crucial moment for the
Winslow-Holbrook Unit enter
critical period of our time.
tained the Third District Council,
More Talk of the Town on Page 6. American Legion Auxiliary. Tues
day afternoon. This was the first
The game to have been played at meeting of the Council with De
Camden Friday night has been partment Vice President Bernice
called off as by the time the play Jackson presiding.
Mary Dins
ers arrive only four or five innings more, president of Winslow-Hol
are possible. The double header brook Auxiliary, welcomed the
scheduled for Sunday will start at members and in the absence of
1.30 instead of 2 as announced.
Commander Seabury
greetings
were brought from the Post by
Lawrence Hamlin, who is unoffi Mayor Edward R. Veazie. The fol
cially attached to The Courier-Ga lowing were elected and appointed
zette's news gathering staff , ex to serve the council for the year:
presses himself as highly pleased Secretary and treasurer. Mrs. Olive
with the voluntary support he Is Fales. Thomaston: historian, Mrs.
receiving as a candidate for Rep Ella Hyland. Rockland; sergeantresentative to Legislature. Mr. at-arms. Mrs P. De Napoli. Wal
Hamlin is a past commander of doboro; chaplain, Mrs. Irene Met
Huntley-Hill .Post, V.PW and has calf. Wiscassett; pianist. Mrs. Mary
been a recipient of surgical treat Dinsmore. Rockland. The officers
ment since the close of tbe other were installed by Department
World War.
President. Mary I. Milliken of West
The work of removing the front Baldwin. Seven of the ten units
wall of Masonic Temple began yes in thc Third District was repre
terday, the canvas apron protecting sented. Mrs. Olive Tinkham of
passers-by from dust and possible Auburn National Executive Com
accidents. It has also been deter mittee Woman was present, also
mined that the southern wall shall Marlon Stinson of Bath, alternate
be removed to the height of the vice president. A short musical
second floor. This will be replaced program was enjoyed. Mrs. Adah
with ordinary building brick, but Roberts program chairman. Lunch
the new front wall be constructed was served by Mrs. Ella Hyland
of shale brick of grayish hue. The chairman assisted by Mrs. Delia
contractors are confident that the Day and Mrs Hazel Haskell. Thc
first story will be completed by Nov. next council meeting will bc held
1st for occupancy by the Central at Waldoboro, Oct. 8.
Maine Power Company.
Visit Lucien K. Oreen <fe Son for
Furs;
Burdell's Dress Shop for
BORN
Erickson—At Camden Community Dresses. Complete stocks always
Horpltal. Sept 3 to Mr and Mrs on hand. New merchandise coming
Charlea J Erickson of Rockport, a m every day at moderate prices.
aon John Charlea
l»avla At Camden Community Hoa- See them today. Odd Fellows Block.
pltal, Sept 2. to Mr and Mrs Ralph School street. Rockland.
107-tif
Davla. a son Jerome Allan
Burton - At Cambridge Hospital.
Sept. 1. to Mr. and Mrs. Harold Bur
ton i Barbara Watta. formerly of
Thomaston), a daughter — Marilyn
Louise
Kent At Memorial Hospital, Damartscot’a Sept 4 to Mr and Mrs Ed
ward Kent of Waldoboro, a daughter.
Woodman -At Bath. Aug. 18 to Mr
and Mrs. Roscoe Woodman (Oertrude
Wallacei, a daughter Jeanette Ann
[ Correction 1
Flanders—At Rockland. Aug 28. to
Mr and Mrs Clarence L. Flanders, a
aon—Robert Donald

DIED
Prescott — At Willimantic. Conn..
Sept 2. Ruth Elizabeth. Infant daugh
ter of Mr and Mrs Earle E Prescott,
aged 4 months. 12 days
Funeral
Thursday. 2 o'clock from the home of
William D Pitman. Washington. Me
Interment at Marr cemetery
Grinnell At Washington. Sept. 3.
Dailey Grinnell, aged 79 years, 7
months, 11 days Military services at
the residence Friday at 2 o'clock
IDS.T.I. Interment at Doe cemetery.

Awnings, large or small, hammock
tops, chair backs and seats, boat
covers. All sorts of canvas work.
IN MEMORIAM
Rockland Awning Co., Tel. 1292-W,
In loving memory of John A Achorn
16 Willow St.
73-tf who passed away Sept. 6. 1939.

Dr. R. M Stratton has gone to
Boston for medical treatment.

There will be a dance Friday night
for the young people in the tower
room of the Community Building.
The Rockland City Band will fur
nish music for the Republican rally
Saturday night.

The sale of personal property of
the late Nettie Y. Rising at 7 Pur
chase street of all kinds and de
scriptions continues this Friday—
see detailed ad. page 3, this issue,
—adv.

Miriam Rebekah Fair, Sept. 10,
Odd Fellows hall. Public supper
5 to 7, 35c. Aprons, candy, fancy
goods, etc., for sale in afternoon,
entertainment at night.—adv.

NOT JUST STEAMED
■« ■«

Continued of

Household furniture and fur
nishings, dishes, fur eoat and
other coats, dresses, underwear,
,

SHOES

ry, books, etc., etc., of late Nettie
Young Rising. 7 Purchase street,

For School Days

Rockland, ALL DAY FRIDAY,
SEPTEMBER 6, rain or shine.

CHILDREN’S SHOES

/■ i

OR BOILED

•BUT REALLY

OVEN

I
I

TRAP SHOOT

SUNDAY
PINE HILL, GLEN COVE
107-108

t

25e

2

FRESH SHOULDERS lb. 19/

l,Sgle

YOUR CHOICE

RUMP STEAK...................... lb 39c

At GLEN COVE
Starting This Week,
September 7
Admission Saturday Night Only

Men 25c, plus tax; Ladle* Free

WALDO THEATRE
SHOW TIMES
Matinees Dally at 2.30
Sundays at 1
Evenings at 7 & 9

BOTTOM ROUND STEAK .... lb 25c

SATURDAY ONLY, SEPT. 7

BRISKET OR THICK RIB
GOOD CUTS

SALT PORK

OLEO

lb. 10/

17

2

lb 14/

CORNED BEEF,

BUTTER

31/

FRESII DEEP SEA

SCALLOPS

PHILIP MORRIS

LB.

23c

FRESH COD TONGUES................... 2 lbs 29c
FRESH OYSTERS ARE IN SEASON

CIGARETTES

2 pkgs. 27/
Smoker* by the thousands say Philip Morris

^BROOCH^

igarettes is America’s Finest Cigarettes.

*‘7,. ,
winiifiafiMMftt
onim*

2doz 29c

BY POPULAR REQUEST W'E OFFER AGAIN THE POPULAR

LEMON LOAF CAKE.. .. .. .. . 2 for 25c
SUNSHINE

KRISPIE CRACKERS .... lb box 16c
SUGAR,
m
10 lbs 50c
PURE LARD.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 lbs 25c
SWIFT'S JEWEL SHORTENING .... 3 lb tin 37c
SPRY........................ 1 lb tin 17c; 3 lb tin 47c
CRISCO.................... 1 lb tin 17c; 3 lb tin 47c
BAKER'S CHOCOLATE............... i/2 lb bar 15c
JELL-0....................................... 4 pkgs 19c
SWANS DOWN CAKE FLOUR.............. pkg 20c
LOG CABIN SYRUP.................. 12 oz bot 15c
POST TOASTIES........................... 3 pkgs 19c

W

[^3 for 17c

U. 8. NO. I STATE OF MAINE

POTATOES.. .. .. .. .. ..
SWEET POTATOES
RF.I)
TOMATOES,
RIPE
NATIVE
LETTUCE,
1CF.BE ItG
SOI II)
CABBAGE,
HELDS
CANTALOUPES, FANCY
RIPE
FANCY
ORANGES,
SUNKIST

. peck 23c
. 5 lbs 25c
2 lbs 09c
head 05c
3 lbs 10c
2 for 19c
dozen 19c

CAMPBELL'S TOMATO JUICE, 2 ,14-oz tins 12c
CAMPBELL’S TOMATO SOUP.......... 3 tins 22c
CAMPBELL'S CHICKEN SOUP.............. tin 10c
FRANCO-AMERICAN SPAGHETTI ... 3 tins 23c

MOLASSES,59/
3

Also on the same program
CHARLES STARRETT
IRIS MEREDITH
SONS OF THE PIONEERS
in

“Blazing Six Shooters”
BRIAN AHERNE
in one of his finest character
roles as The Shopkeeper in

$1.50, $1.69 $2.00

“THE LADY
IN QUESTION”

BIG BOYS’ SHOES

Irene Rich. Rita Hayworth,
Glenn Ford

with

BARS

1 7X

THE WHITE SOAP FOR WHITER WASHES

WHITE
NAPHTHA

“BLONDIE HAS
SERVANT TROUBLE”

Ambulance Service

CORNED BEEF lb. 23/

THURS.-FRI., SEPT. 5-6

PENNY SINGLETON
ARTHUR LAKE
LARRY SIMS
in

CLASSIFIED PAGES

17/

SPARERIBS, corned.............. lb 14c

lb. 17/

with

TELEPHONE DIRECTORY

LB.

Cut From Heavy Western Steers

BONELESS

TOP ROUND STEAK.............. lb 29c

STEWING
BEEF

'. O i
*- !3

LEAN
MEATY

CHUCK ROAST

HAMBURG
STEAK

35/

lb.

BONELESS SIRLOIN STEAK

j

16/
25/
25/
49/
49/
25/
10/
13/

W'E ARE FEATURING AT OUR MEAT COUNTERS

DOUGHNUTS,

BOYS’ AND BIG GIRLS’

436 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

US-U

In the
Yellow Wropper

PERRY’S SUPREME

DANCES

SUN.-MON., SEPT. 8-9

R. E. Nutt Shoe Store

1U-111 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, MX.

OZ„ TINS

Frank McHugh, Edmund Low*,
and Carl “Alfalfa” Switzer

6

BARS

SOAP
k FREE! 60 NASH SEDANS TJSyT

IDUl0 1 2

37/

L/C.

3 for 25c

' l'n ijTb.50s

IVORY SDAP

5/.
1

.

FOSS VANILLA......................... 2 oz bot
MARSHMALLOW FLUFF............... Ige tin
SALADA TEA. red label............... V2 lb pkg
EAGLE MILK.............................. Ige tin
CHEF BOY-AR-DEE DINNER.............. pkg
MALTEX CEREAL............................. pkg
LUX FLAKES............................. Ige pkg
RED CAP AMMONIA............. 2 1-qt bots
LA TOURAINE COFFEE................... lb tin
GULF SPRAY........................... quart tin
ROLLED OATS........................... Ige pkg

25c
18c
38c
19c
29c
21c
21c
25c
24c
39c
17c

BALL PRESERVING JARS
Quart Size ... dozen 85c; Pint Size ... dozen 79c
SILVER SEAL VINEGAR .77... .. .. .. . gallon 23c
GOOD LUCK JAR RUBBERS............ 3 pkgs 25c
STICKNEY & POOR PICKLING SPICE. 3 pkgs 25c
U.S. JAR RUBBERS...................... 5 pkgs 25c

We Carry a Complete Line of Preserving Needs

Also

$1.98 to $5.00

tzlefhonzs
IM, 781-1 ar 781-U

TIN

“I LOVE YOU AGAIN”

Sizes 3 to 6

Ambulance Service

JAR

SATURDAY NIGHT

$1.00, $1.69, $2.00

Sizes 61k to 10

HOLSUM BRAND

made with

MYRNA LOY, WM. POWELL
In MOM's screen version of the
novel by Octavus Roy Cohen z

SPORT SHOES

FUNERAL HOME

COOKIES

—
.........
/
- *M4Utw
M* • • ’ L /

MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL WALDOBORO 100

“Serviceable"

BURPEE’S

’ tEoll-^Tcuise

BAKED BEANS

Sizes 814 to 3

i

LBS.

S/uejufo

107-108

IN

jar

HONEY
16 oz. jar
COOKIES assorted
2 LBS
FIG BARS or HERMITS 3
HORMEL SPAM
2
LB.
AMERICAN CHEESE Kraft 2 BOX
QT
SALAD DRESSING
LB.
COCOA
DEVILED HAM
3 3'I

•CALL FOR”

TEL. 172
107-112

FIND THEM

2

STRAWBERRY or RASPBERRY JAM 24 oz jar 24/

Package
Package of
of Quaket
Quaka
Pulled Wheat for
only Ic with purchair of I at th*
gular pnC*.

\

RICK

STUDIO

our (AH

APPLE JELLY

SALE !

TINS

This week's Kiwanis bulletin
made special mention of the foi
lowing who have had perfect at
tendance for the last eight months:
George Brackett, Donald Cum
mings, Arthur Lamb, Dr. Edward
Peaslee. Arthur Robinson, Pearl
Studley, Dr. Donald Leigh, Howe
Olover , Owen Johnston, Francis
Ome, Dr. Lloyd Richardson, Sher
man Daniels and Harry Odom.

PIANOFORTE

Fixini'l

PUFFED WHEAT

Four golfers will represent East
ern Maine in the Maine Open Oolf
tournament at South Bristol the
last of the week. The quartet:
Charles Emery, golf pro at Meadow
brook golf club; Charlie Clark of
Bangor; Ken Hamum of Brewer;
and Jim Browning, Lucerne-lnMaine pro and former open cham
pion.

DOROTHY GWENDOLYN
LAWRY
23 OAK STREET,

21/
19/

NEW QUAKER PEANUT BUTTER 2 ... jar
*

Miss Lotte McLaughlin an
nounces resumption of private
vocal teaching. Classes also ar
ranged. For audition. Tel. 42-M —
adv.
107-lt

With tealful eyes we watched you
And saw you pass away
Although we loved you dearly.
We could not make you stay
Ood knows how much we miss you.
Never shall your memory fade.
Loving thoughts shall ever wander
To the grave where you are laid
More and more each day we miss you.
Friends may think the wound ls
healed.
But thay little know the sorrow
Lies within our hearts concealed.
Wife, daughter and grandchildren.
Rockport. Sept. 5. 1940

ADMINISTRATOR’S
PRIVATE SALE

Frank II. Ingraham,
Administrator,

Beautiful Olivia de Haviland
carries the lead in the Friday-Sat
urday feature at Strand Theatre,
"My Love Came Back." With Miss
de Haviland will appear Eddie Al
bert and the popular Jane Wyman.
Oeorge O'Brien takes the role of
a United States postal inspector in
the Friday-Saturday western thrill
er "Stage to Chino" at the Park.
Exciting events pile to a roaring
crescendo before O'Brien succeeds
ln placing all the vllllans behind
the bars.

Teacher of

MARRIED
Norton-la’adbetter—At Camden. Sept
1. Ernest C Norton of Oullford. Conn.,
and Miss Ruth I leadbetter of Cam
den By Rev WUliam E Berger
Rmwn-Paquln At Rockland. Aug 28
Herbert ClaTk Brown and Evangeline
Louise Paquln. both of Augusta. -By
Rev. H R Winchenbaugh

The Salvation Army will hold a
rummage sale Saturday at the Sal
vation Army Building.—adv. 107-lt

hosiery, shoes, bedding of all
kinds, linen, dress goods, jewel-

At The Theatres

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
8 CLAREMONT BT.
TEL M2
ROCKLAND. ME.
M-tl

March Of Time No. 12
“THE DUTCH EAST INDIES’

Coming: “Boom Town,” “When
the Daltons Rode,” “The Sea
Hawk."

THE

PERRY

MARKETS

PHONE 1234 FOR PROMPT DELIVERY - USE THE LARGE PARKING SPACE AT OUR PARK ST.MARKET

1

Every-Other-Day
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of Mrs. Connell's sisters, Mrs. O. SOUTH WALDOBORO
E. Ludwig. Miss Florence Orff and
WARREN
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert B. Cham
Mrs. Alva Achorn.
bers at Irvington, N. J., were recent
ftftftft
Merl Williams and Douglas Wil guests of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Win
liams Joined their mother. Mrs. chenbach.
ALENA L STARREJIT
(JRS. LOUISE MUJJJ
Bernice Williams ln Manchester,
Correspondent
porrespondea|
Mr. and Mrs. Etier Miller and
N. H. Sunday.
ftftftft
ftftftft
family of Newport, R. I., were
Urban Borneman is visiting his weekend guests of Mrs. MaryTel. 40
tTel. »
mother Mrs. Thelma Borneman in’ Knowlton.
Manchester. N. H.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Colbrath and
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Vaughan
Mrs. Martha Steynor of Law
Miss Nancy Marcho leaves Friday
rence, Mass., was weekend guest for Newport where she will enter I daughter of Farmington, N. H., were of Waltham, Mass., were overnight
callers last Thursday on Mrs. guests Saturday at the home of
of Mrs. Helen Marple.
,
school.
George Palmer.
Mr. and Tdrs. Joseph Stickney.
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Penniman
Miss Joan Burnheimer returned
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Benner. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Stone and
and children have returned to
Sunday from Duke University, MI. and Mrs. Edward Angus of Ev Fred Peabody. Misses Lizzie Win
Framingham. Mass., after passing
Durham. N. C. where she had at erett, Mass., visited Sunday at Al slow and Winnie Winslow attended
the month at the Miller cottage in
the Mank reunion ln North Wal
tended Summer school.
vin Wallace’s.
edomak.
Mr. and Mrs. Garland Day, Mrs.
Mrs. C. Frederick Vogel is spend doboro.
Mrs. Roy Mack has returned Carrie Day accompanied by Mrs. ing a week in New York.
Richard Bucklin, head of the
from Whitman, Mass., where she Garland Day’s mother. Mrs. Emma
Evelyn Genthner of the village aeronautics unit at Quoddy village
spent several months.
Dow of Wiscasset returned Mon passed the weekend with Miss Jean and Carl Haltorp of Gary, Ind.,
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Eugley, day from a motor trip to Aroostook Winchenbaoh.
| shop foreman at Quoddy. passed
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hi.t and County.
Miss Marjorie Hatch of Boston is the weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
daughter. Marion motored Sunday
Walter Cotton of Plymoath. N. vacationing with friends at the Walter Bucklin.
to Fort Kent returning Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. William Kelso and
H. spent the weekend and holiday home of her mother, Mrs. Samuel
Capt. and Mrs. B. F. Ridlon of in town.
daughter. Jean have returned to
Hoo,x>r
Saco ware holiday weekend guests
Miss Caro| Stevens who has •Mr. and Mrs. William Austin en Wakefield. Mass., after spending a
of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Benner.
been a member of the High School tertained over the weekend. Mrs vacation at the Summer home of
Mrs. O. O. Barnard is hostess to faculty the past three years has Evelyn Sikes of Quincy. Mass . Mrs Miss Bertha Starrett In this town
day to the Susannah Wesley So resigned her position and accepted TT. Taylor of Philadelphia and Mrs and at the Cunningham cottage at
ciety.
a place on the faculty of Skowhe Marion Bradley of Medford Heights, Crescent Beach.
Mrs. Simon Murphy and son. gan High School as teacher of Mass.
Weekend visitors at the home of
Kenneth of Warren were callers English.
Mr. and Mrs. Loris Little and MLsses Lizzie Winslow and Win
Wednesday at the home of her sis
Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge Gross of daughter of Georgetown. Mass., ac nie Winslow were Mr. and Mrs.
ter. Mrs. Osborne Welt.
Mars Hill have been recent guests companied by Mr. and Mrs Oeorge J. F. Columbus of Cochituate.
Charles Rowe of Boston ls at the of Mrs. Caroline Hodgdon.
T. Palmer and son. visited Mr and Mass.
home of his parents Mr. and Mrs.
A surprise party was given Mon Mrs. Warren Erskine In Lyndon Herbert DeVeber of Newburyport,
Chir’es Rowe. Weekend visitors day night for Elvin Kyllonen by Irv ville, Vt.. recently.
Mass., principal of the High School
at the Rowe home were Mr. and ing Sawyer at Aunt Lydia's Tavern,
loo Corcoran of Wilmington. has joined Mrs. DeVeber at the
Mrs. Paul Rowe of Auburn and the occasion celebrating the for Mass, has been visiting Mr. and home of Mrs. P D Starrett where
Miss Dorothy Rowe of Framing mers birthday.
they have an apartment for the
Others present Mrs. Paul Winchenbach.
ham. Mass.
Winter. Miss Carolyn Hayden of
were Mrs. Annie Kyllonen. Linda
American Legion Auxiliary will Timmins, Miss Gwendolyn East
West Newton. Mass., and Wilbur
discontinue serving public supper man, Wilbert Harper, Albert, Einart and Mrs. Laura Daniels of Union C. Connon of Rockland, assistants
were
supper
guests
Sunday
of
Edith
until fall in order to give other And Arthur Kyllonen.
at the High School will also board
Overlock
organizations an opportunity to
at the Starrett home.
The Howard Jermyns have re
hold their annual harvest suppers.
Misses Harriet Stevens and Susan
turned to Hingham Centre. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Burns. Mrs. RAZORVILLE
Stevens have returned to New
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Arnold
Morton
of
Miss Barbara Loomis of Washing
Willis Ralph and Miss Shinty
York City and Washington. D. C.,
Burns visited Tuesday in Portland. ton D. C. is passing a vacation with Augusta and Mr. and Mrs. Frank respectively, after passing the Sum
Kimball of Rockland were callers mer at their home here. They mo
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Connell of her family here.
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Howard Sunday' on Edith Oveilock
Providence have been recent guests
tored with Mrs. Rodney Schroyer. their niece who was returning
to Washington af»r a vacation
passed with them. Robert Stevens
their nephew who had been with
them during the Summer, accom
panied them as far as Charles
town. Mass
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Kelso of
Wakefield. Mass., enroute home
after a motor trip into several
Canadian Provinces, were recent
guests of Miss Bertha Starrett.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Robinson are
moving from the mill tenement to
the apartment in the Joseph Vinal
CAMDEN, MAINE
block recently vacated by Mr. and
Mrs Joseph Connell, who have
moved to Hartland, where Mr. Con
nell has employment ln a tannery.
The selectmen will be in session
Thursday. Friday and Saturday
from 1 to 4 o'clock to correct the
voting list.
The polls will be open from 10
a. m. to 7 p. m. standard time.
I on election day. Monday
Dr and Mrs. Judson P. Lord,
who returned Saturday from a
For the convenience of the public, both Stores Will Be Open Evenings During this
weeks motor trip, are located for
Annual Event. Mail and Phone Orders Will also Be Filled.
Included in this
the Winter at the Richmond house.
Their telephone number there Is
Clearance Sale will be our Entire Stock of Both Men s and Women's Clothing,
-’=’1

WALDOBORO

HASKELL & CORTHELL
AND

THE WOMAN’S SHOP

Annual September Sale

Starts Thursday, September 5th

Shoes and Furnishings. Listed below are only a few of the Many Great Bargains

to be found.
MENS SUIT SALE
Hart SrhafTnrr A Marx and
other makes
$25.00 Suits reduced to ....$18.93
30.00 Suits reduced to .... 23.50
3o.‘i0 Suits reduced to .... $6.45
One Rack of Suits values to $35
Special price $13.85
Men’s Sport Coats: now .... $8.85

$1055 values
NEW FALL TOPCOATS AND
OVERCOATS
$25.00 Topcoats reduced to $19.85
20.00 Topcoats reduced to 11.85
One lot Topcoats to close .... 9.95
$35.00 Overcoats. Hart, Sehaffner & Marx, reduced to $21.95
25.00 Reversible Overcoats
now _________ ______ —.. 17.95

Special Purchase
$18.50 Reversible Topcoats, all
new fall patterns, reduced
to ................. —...................... S1L95
Boys' 4-Piece Suits, in browns,
greens and blues; values to
12.50; now ............................. $7.95
MEN’S AND YOUNG MEN’S
PANTS AND SLACKS
$6.50 values; now ....
$4.95
5.00 values; now...............
3.95
4.00 values; now................... 2.95
S.50 values; now ...
2.69
One lot Men's Pants, values to
4.00; now
......... $1.95
SHIRTS AND TILS

Men's 2.00 Arrow Shirts, nice
assortment of patterns;
now ......._______ __________ $1.G9
Men's 1.65 Shirts, reduced to
....................... $1.39; 3 for $4.00
$1.25 Dress and Work Shirts,
now .....-______ ______ ___ »
.95
$1.00 Work Shirts; now ......
.79
65c Hand Made Ties,
.19; 2 for 5«
$1.00 Wearplus Ties;
now ........................ 79; 2 for $1.50
HOSIERY
25c School Hose, fancy colors,
reg. or anklet length.
............. ...... .. .19; 3 pair for
50
35c Interwoven Hose, silk or
silk and wool .29; 4 pair $1.00
50e Interwoven Hose,
............................... 39; 3 pair $1.10
Men's 20c Hose;
now ___ _____ .14: 2 pair .25
Men's 2.95 and 3.95 Sport Suits
now ........... ......... . —............y. Si .89
$4.95 Slack Suits; now ....... $9.95
$2.00 Slack Pants; now
.98
Sport Shirts, 1.50 value; now .93
$1.00 Sport Shirts; now ........79
Men's 1.00 Athletic Union
Suits; now .................................. 79
1.25 Balbriggan Union Suits,
now ...... -.......................................... 89
VISIT OUR DIFFERENT
DEPARTMENTS FOR
DAILY SPECIALS

DRESS BARGAINS
One lot of 7.95 Dresses in sheers
bembergs and washable fabrics
many are jacket models; re
duced to ........... $4.69; 2 for $9.00
89 Dresses, wash silks and
smart cottons, reg. price 3.95.
Reduced to ........... —.......... .... $2.69
Barmon Wash Frocks, reg.
priee 1.95; Sale price ........ $1.23
Reg. 1.00 Wash Dresses. Sale
price ............... 79 each; 2 for $150
Evening and Party Dresses;
values to 7.95. Reduced to
.......................... ..... $1.89 and $255
COAT SPECIALS
One lot of Women's Coats, reg.
price 12.95. Reduced to ....... $755
25 Coats, reg. price 1850; site
13 to 44. Reduced to ------ $12.35
New Call Coats, all sizes, plaids,
tweed, plains. Special during
Sale
$10.85
New Fall Coats, eamel hairs,
plaid barks, zip-in linings, sizes
12 to 50; values to 2250. Re
duced to ................................... $17.45
COATS $5.00
COATS $5.09
One lot of women's and missey
Coats, while they last
fall and winter, $5.00
UNDERWEAR AND HOSIERY
SPECIALS
Silk Full Fashioned Hose, new
fall colors; reg. price 69e. Clear
ance Sale price ........... pair
55
2 pairs $1.00
Ankle Socks in all colors and
styles, reg. price 25e. Sale price
pair .19; 3 pairs
50
Women’s Silk Slips, sizes 32 to
44, reg. price 1.00. Reduced to .83
Vanity Fair Silk Panties, odd
sizes, styles and fabrics; reg.
price 79c and 1.00. Clearance
price ........... ................... -........ ..
.49
Onp lot of Womens Pajamas,
values to 1.95. Sale price
-87
ACCESSORY BARGAINS
Glints. Navies, black, brown
and white, in smart fabrics and
styles; reg. price 1.00. Sale
.79
Ladies' Hand Bags, values to
1.95. Clearance price ....... $1.35
Reg. 1.00 Bags. Sale price
.63
Women's All Wool Sweaters,
pull-on and cardigan style, reg.
priee 1.95. Sale price
.
$1.29
Blouses, silk erepes and sheers
in numerous styles and colors;
reg. priee 155.. Sale price $1.33
Nancy Ellen Dresses for chil
dren, made in Camden; reg.
price 1.00. Sale .83; 2 for $150
BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL
Children's School Dresses, reg.
price 1.19; sizes 4 to 16. Thurs
day to Saturday only ................. 87
Sport Jackets, plaid and plains
reg. price 350. Sale price $$.39

A REAL SAVING IN
FOOTWEAR

Entire Stock Reduced
Queen Quality, nationally
known. .AAA to C, 6.75 value.
Reduced to .............................. $4.95
ENNA JETTK K SHOES

$6.00 values; reduced to ..... $4.65
5.00 values; reduced to.... .. 3.95
Choice of tie, straps or oxfords.
Women’s 3.95 White and Sport
Shoes; reduced to .... .
$2.65
Brown and Black 3.95 Shoes;
reduced to ............................... $2.95
All of our Women's 2.95 White
and Sport Shoes; reduced to $1.89
Women’s 1.98 Kedetts; reduced

to ........ ................. ..... pair $1$9
Women's 150 Keds, blue or
white, with or without heels.
Now ____ _____ ____ ___........... $1.19

Tennis Shoes......... .. 59, .69, .79
Men's,
Boys’ and Women’s
Tennis Shoes, white, brown or
blue, low or high cut. Made by
the makers of ••Keds.”
Visit our Shoe Department;
many lots of shoes too small to
advertise.
One rack of Women’s Shoes to
close ................. ........ ............ — 01.29
89 pairs Women’s White Shoes
your choice
-........... pair $1.09
A Few of the Specials In our
MEN'S SHOE DEPARTMENT
Men's Walk-Over Shoes, 750
values; now ..... -...... ...... ......... $5.85
While 7.50 Walk-Overs; now $455
6.00 White Edgertons; now $3.95
Men’s 5.00 White and Sport
Shoes; now ............................ $2.95
Men's 3.00 and 350 Sport Shoes
now ............. ...... ........... ......... ... $1.95
Included in this lot Ls 105 pairs
of factory sample shoes, with
values to 4.50.
Men's Keds, 1.50 regular. Re
duced to ......... ........ ........ .....
$1.29
Blue or white, with shock-proof

inner soles
Men's 250 Kedsman, blue or
white, with heels; now........ $1.95
Men's 5.00 Work Shoes; now $3.95
4.00 Work Shoes; now
3.29

3.00 Work Shoes; now ....
2.50 Work Shoes; now ....

2.39
1.79

During this sale we are offering
special prices on all Boys’ and

Girls' School Shoes.

HASKELL & CORTHELL
OUTFITTERS TO MEN. WOMEN AND CHILDREN

CAMDEN, MAINE

3C-3.

IN THE

Waldoboro Rally
Brewster and Sewall
Discuss Issues Before An
Attentive Audience
An audience estimated at about
300 attended the Republican rally
In Waldoboro Tuesday night, the
Issues of the campaign being laid
down by Congressman Ralph O.
Brewster, candidate for U. S. Sena
tor; and Senate President Sumner
Sewall, candidate for Governor.
The meeting was presided over by
Mrs. Lena Crowell of the State
Committee.
Visualizing the next decade as
“the era of the air," Representative
Brewster, predicted that Maine
would “have more adequate air
ports than any other state as a re
sult of our unique location for de
fense.”
Brewster said Maine possessed
one of the key minerals (beryl) in
aeronautical development, and as
serted that “as Maine comes to
realize what airplane construction
may mean to the industrial devel
opment of our state we shall wish
to encourage ln every way those
who have demonstrated their ca
pacity to operate the Intricate
mechanism of modern industry."
He referred to the recent an
nouncement of President William
S. Newell of the Bath Iron Works.
Inc., now building destroyers for
the navy, that provisions would be
made for the company to build air
planes also.
Brewster said in part:
"Maine may possess one of the
key minerals in aeronautical de
velopment. Maine beryl found in
many counties ln Maine and par
ticularly in Sagadahoc. Lincoln
and Oxford counties is believed by
many authorities to furnish the
base for beryllium alloys that are
far lighter and far more durable
than previously used metals for
bearings ln airplanes and for en
casing pilot's cabins aganist ma
chine gun bullets.
“As Maine comes to realize what
airplane construction may mean to
the industrial development of our
state we shall wish to encourage
ln every way those who have dem
onstrated their capacity to operate
the intricate mechanism of modern
industry.
“The vision, the enterprise and
the energy of William S. Newell of
the Bath Iron Works is clearly one
of the great assets of the state of
Ma ine. The confidence his ca
pacity commands in Washington is
the surest guarantee that ships in
ever increasing numbers will Con
tinue to be built at Bath.
“Now emerges the possibility of
airplane construction here in MaineCan any doubt the possibilities ln
this field with the artisans that
are continuing to be developed
among the youth of Maine and
with a genius with the knowhow of
Pete Newell to make a great or
ganization click?
“The next decade is obviously the
era of the air. Maine seems likely
to have more adequate airports
than any other state as a result of
our unique location for defense.
Maine boys may find 'heir oppor
tunity to try their wings.
“The same enterprise that sent
Sewall ships plowing the seven seas
in the last centuty may now senj

SENTER^CEANES

(By Oliver Hamlin)
The next regular meeting of
Huntley-Hill Post will be held Fri
day night, 8 p. m. This will be an
important meeting for all members.
Adjutant Edward J. Roark will ex
plain to the members the new tax
exemption bill which will be pre
sented to the State Legislative body.
The new Bath Navy Club is to
hold a Navy Day. Comrade Floyd
Preble the Commander has a fine
program laid out which includes na
tionally known speakers. All mem
bers of (the V. F W and American
Legion are invited. The date of
this Navy day will be published with
full details, in the near future.
Through this column all citizens
are urged to write the Mayor of
Rockland asking him to do all ln
his power to secure an airport for
Rockland. A-n investigation anfi
talk with Mayor Veazie shows that
he and City Government are doing
all ln their power to co-operate |
with the people to secure an airport
for our city.
,
Distriat 6 of the V F W —Rock
land, Bath and Friendship—with
the auxiliaries are having a picnic
at Comrade-Fred Young* in Friend
ship Sunday Sept 22. 1 p. m Every
member of Huntley-Hill Post and |
Auxiliary is urged to attend tills
annual event. There will be games,
plenty of eats, and plenty of tonic,
swimming, tug of war. races, etc..
District
Commander
Andrew
Boynton has called a district meet
ing for next Sunday at the Hunt
ley-Hill Post Home on Water street.
Much important business will be
discussed in regard Vo National
Defense and Fifth Column move
ments. The Veterans' Tax Exemp
tion Bill will be voted on by the
district. A large turn out of raeni. __ ,
. . ,
_
. . ,
..
bers is asked from Friendship and
Bath.
There is to be held In Waterville
Sunday. Sept. 15 a grand “cootie"
meeting with the ladies and men
invited.
The degrees will be
worked on several new members.
For information see Commander
Albert Brickley at his store on
Union street.
Commander Brickley has an
nounced that 'the Post will run
beano games the entire winter, with
all the funds going in the Post new
fiome fund.
Comrade Marine
Charles Hill is chairman.
There have been many reports to
the Post Of people who have talked
and done un-American acts in and
around this city. On flag day in
June one man was flying a Swas
tika flag from a staff in his yard.
In another town a father refuses
to let his children salute the flag.
There are more than 40 names in
the Post collection of such acts, and
more coming in each day to the
writer of this column. With acts
like this it would be a goood Na
tional defense move to have a vol
unteer Home defense unit here in
Rockland. What do you citizens
think?
Past Department Chaplain of the
VFW., Floyd Preble of Bath, re
ports the Dyer-Flaherty Posa,
VF W. of that city has doubled Its
membership In the last six months,
with every member paid in full.
Credit for this great showing goes
to Comrade Preble who is the out
standing worker for the Post and
Commander of the Navy Ship Ad
miral C. F. Hughes. No. 29, which he
organized several months ago with
89 membeers. Comrade Preble will
be in Rockland Sunday to talk to
the Rockland Post. ■
Veterans it is your duty on Sept.
9 to go to bhe polls and vote for
the best interests of your county
and State.

Hollis G. Starrett's telephone
number has been changed to 30-2.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Paine and
family have returned to Randolph.
Mass., after spending a vacation
at their cottage. "Three Maples" at
Seven Tree Pond.
Ivy Chapter. O.E.S.. will resume
its meeting Friday after a Sum
mer recess. Supper will be served
with William H. Robinson chair his 79th birthday Aug. '29, was well
man of the supper committee. Mrs. remembered with gifts, cards, and
Nellie Orbeton and Mrs. Robert a birthday cake made by Mrs. Don
Walker are ln charge of entertain ald Mathews.
ment.
Services Sun'day morning will be
Supper guests Saturday at the resumed at the Congregation
home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Davis al Church, after a Summer re
were Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Watts of cess. Rev. L Clark French will
Somerville. Mass.. Fred Watts, Mr. have as morning topic, “Tbere is
and Mrs. Arthur Starrett and son. Always God." the sermon to be
Wayne.
followed by the sacrament of noly
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Waltz communion. Church School will
and sons. Miles and Mark have re meet at 9.30. There will be no eve
turned to Keene. N H., after being ning service until October.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Vesper A.
Mrs. Clayton Fuller and two
Rokes.
children, and Miss Nancy Hamil
Mrs. Nancy Savage, who has been ton of Feeding Hill. Mass., who are
a patient at Knox Hospital has re visiting in Union with Clarence
turned home.
Ripley. Mrs. Fuller's father, were
Mr. and Mrs. Irville Spear and entertained recently at the Cres
daughter Ruth of Wobum, Mass , cent Beach cottage of Mrs. Flora
were holiday weekend guests of Mr. Peabody, by Mrs. Clarence Pea
and Mrs. Wilbur Spear.
body.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Pierce of
Vernal Chapman of Rockland,
Lexington. Mass., enroute to Vinal and crew, Harlan Edwards. Oeorge
haven were callers Tuesday at the Niles, Ernest Rogers and. Howard
home of Mrs. R. E. Cutting.
Neild. all of Rockland, are making
Mr. and Mrs. John Marshall. a survey of all the veterans'
Mrs. Augusta Moon and family, graves here, a part of the program
and guests, Ralph Bridges. Miss in Knox County, in connection with
Virginia Bridges and Miss Evelyn a bill which was put through Leg
Streeter of Attleboro. Mass., dined islature recently. All data regard
Sunday at Rockledge Inn, Spruce ing location of the graves, will be
Head Island.
sent to the Veterans' Bureau in
Visitors Saturday at the home Portland, in charge of William J.
of Mr. and Mrs. William Barrows Spear.
were, Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin
Services Sunday at the Baptist,
Vaughan of Waltham, Mass.
Church will be at 10.30 a. m., and
Mr. and Mrs. George Boggs of 7 p. m„ with church school at noon.
Marlboro, Mass., were callers Mon
Philip Robinson, son of Mr. and
day at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Lewis Robinson has been
Willard Boggs. Mrs. Olive Evans visiting his great - grandmother,
of Hudson, Mass., was recent guest Mrs. Mansfield Robinson, during
of Mrs. Boggs.
the time his parents have been
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Hills and moving to the apartment in the
daughter Joyce, were visitors Sun Vinal block, recently vacated by
day at the home of Dr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Connell.
Charles Hills in Searsport.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Hahn, and Havoc From the Gale
A half hour's blow of hurricane
Miss Susie Hahn motored to Bos
ton over the weekend to see Miss violence struck this town Monday
Harriet Hahn, a patient at Mrs. afternoon at 1.30, taking out part
Cottle’s Nursing Home in Dor of the light and telephone service
chester, Mass. Miss Hahn Is mak A huge elm by the Albert Whitemore garage, broke off 10 feet
ing a slow gain in health.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Vaughan above the ground, and fell, block
of Waltham, Mass., were overnight ing the road at the monument. A
guests Saturday at the home of town crew worked several hours to
remove the debris.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Stickney.
A big juniper blocked the middle
Mr. and Mrs. William Stickney
of Framingham, Mass., passed the road to Union, near the residence
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Joseph of Irven Gammon, and other trees
Stickney and on return home were were blown over in Warren village
accompanied by their sons, Rich two locusts in the Flora Peabody
ard and William, who had spent yard, a big tree on the Inez Math
several weeks with their grand ews lawn and a big branch off an
oak on the grounds of the Congreparents.
Wllliam Barrows, who observed gational parsonage.

EAST APPLETON
Herbert Stanley and daughter
Julia May of South Carver. Mass.,
recently visited Mr. and Mrs. Zulnglius Gurney. ’
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Faye were re
cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ro
land Gushee.
A stork shower was recently held
for Mrs. Carleton Gushee at the
home of Mrs. Grace Brown and
was attended by a group of 20.
Mrs. Gushee received quantities of
attractive and useful gifts.
Miss Carolyn Long of Bangor
made a visit here recently.
A shore dinner at Pemaquld was
recently enjoyed by Mr. and Mrs.
Roland Gushee and children, Mr.
and Mrs. Edw. Faye, Mr. and Mrs.
Luther Calderwood and son Lee,
and Mrs. Grace Brown.
Mrs. Cassie Paul is visiting her
daughter Grace Mitchell ln Wake
field, Mass.

Newell ships of the air searching
the boundless reaches of the sky."
Mr. Sewall spoke of the lobster
industry, saying, "The lobster is
not a problem on the plate, but it
is a problem in the Maine Legisla
ture and in the lives of Maine
fishermen.
“The question of the legal length
of the lobster is one that will have
to be arrived at not by Maine alone
but by an agreement to be reached
by Maine and other fishing states,
and by the Federal government and
the Dominion of Canada."
Mr. Sewall spent the afternoon
in Rockland, conferring with a
number ot the parting leaders. His
visits to all sections of Maine since
the June Primaries convinced him,
he said, that Maine is in for an
old-time Republican majority.

Be here Saturday, to see the Largest and Best
assortment of

GIRLS’ AND BOYS’ CLOTHES
We have ever shown!

In Everybody’s Column LOST AND FOUND
Advertisements tn this column no. ———
to exceed three lines Inserted once fo>
er pock
15 cents three times for 50 cenu. Ad red zipper lost JUNE FREEMAN 148
dltlonai lines five cenu esch for on» Broadway, G Mrs Msry Oattl 106• 108
time. 10 cenu for three tlmee
Flvv
WRIST watch lost Friday
MRs"
,mtU words to • une.
EMMA CARR 83 Pacific St . Tel 106-R
■
:'
105-107

FOR SALE

WANTED

NEW milch Jersey cow and calf 5
years old for sale CLARENCE ROB
BINS, South Hope
105*167
HOUSE for sale or to let. near new
factory Inquire 14 BAY VIEW SQ

LAYING pullets for sale.
HENRY
WAISANEN. RFD 2. Waldoboro. Tel
Warren 5-4
106-108
LARGE double lot of land on busy
corner ln city for sale Price right.
Ideal for service station or garage
Write “S W J." for details, care Cou
rier-Gazette.
105-108
A Piece O' Maine ls a sound and
satt-fytng investment. To settle estate;
nine miles from Camden, mile front
age on route 157 Buildings ln good
repair
irp« i early
muj land. jv."w
30.000 i.anuiuK
standing piue
pine.
hundreds of cords of hard-wood, trout
brook Mall and grocery delivery One
and one half miles to Warren banks
stores churches schools Apply at
W Y PIPFR ESTATE Warren. Me. or
call 192-J. Rockland.
101*Th-107
SEWING machine for sale, price
reasonable
MRS FOWLIE. 3 Fulton
St. City
107*109
WILL sell 9-plece dining room set
cheap If taken at once; also Christmas
cards. ADA SIMMONS. 108 Union St
_______________________________ 1U7U09
S*»OT gun for sale. 12-gattge 7 shot
repeater. 825
ROSS KENT. S 6
North Haven
'I*
six-room house and garage for sale
on Camden St Bath, lights, hot water
he&t. Price $1800
Csn be p&ld for
M tF «TUDLEY Tel n«
330. 283 Main 8t._______________ 107-tf
DISPOSING entire stock Pekingese
highly
ARC. litter Priced
right
126. 38 State 8t
107*109
FEW large fancy Hampshire lamb
rama for sale, out of our largest sheep.
$12 to $20 Exhibited at Union Fair.
AlBO

few breeding sheep,

priced

verv

cheap ROSE HILL FARM Owls Head
Tel 292-R______________________ 106_’1I_1
DINING-room set. Coldspot electric
refrigerator. Franklin stove, metal bed.
spring and mattress for .sale
TEL
301-J.
106 108
NEW milch Ouernsey cow and calf
for sale, flve years old WM DONO
HUE. Heal-of-the-Bay
106*107
20 WINDOWS and frames for sale,
secondhand doors. 1 large safe. Reo
engine 1930, 5 tires and tubes size
18x650-6 ply. All articles tn good con
dition; 4-room cottage, upper Megun
tlcook Lake T ANDERSON. 215 Ran
kin St.. Tel 365-J
106 108
CUSHMAN motor-bike for sale In
quire SIM'S Sandwich Shop after 3
p. Pl._____________________
105*107
H. E MESSER residence for sale,
near Union, Common. 9 rooms, lot bor
ders on 8even Tree pond. Apply JOHN
H WILLIAMS. Union.
105*107
ONE 1938 Chevrolet panel truck for
sale. No mileage, 8395 TEL 124-W
______________________________ 105-107
"SEVERAL tons of Ice for sale WILLIAM YATES. Tel. 43 S.Warren. 105*107
ANTIQUE table and clock for sale
Also combined bookcase and writing
desk TEL Camden 2523.
105*107
TYPEWRITERS, adding machines,
cash registers for sale, to let and re
paired at lowest prices; office supplies,
best discounts
See the new Victor
adding machine's 85 down 85 per month
only $50
New standard typewriter.
50'; discount J W. THOMAS At CO .
Tel. 807. Rockland.
105*107
HOUSEHOLD furniture for sale
MISS MARGARET McKNIC.HT. 41
Limerock 6t.
105*107
BOSTON terrier puppies for sale;
very pretty, price reasonable. MRS
ROSE HUPPER. Tel. Tenants Harbor
4-3.___
104-109
PIGS for sale at city farm. $3 each
____
104-tf
1940 WILLYS Vj-ton pick up for sale,
equipped with heater and defroster.
Will sell at a bargain. E. O. PHIL
BROOK Ac SON, 632 Main St, Tel.
466-W, City
97-tf
Hard wood per foot, fitted. $150;
Sawed. $1 40; long, $130 M B. Ac C O
PERRY. Tel 487.
106 tf
SAIL boat for sale 18x6', round
bottom, center-board, galf-rlgged; new
ly painted and afloat, ROBERT HILLS.
119 Summer 8t.. City.
69-tf
D. Ac H hard coal. egg. stove, nut
$14 50 per ton. del. Household soft coal
$8 per ton, del. Nut size New River soft,
not screened $9 ton del.; screened, $10
ton del. M. B Ac C. O. PERRY. £19
Main St. Tel. 487.
106-tf
United States Customs Service
NOTICE
United States Customs Service, Col
lector District No. 1. Rockland. Maine.
Notice ls hereby given under the
Act of February 19. 1920, that In pur
suance of Authority granted by the
Director. Bureau of Marine Inspec
tion and Navigation letter dated 8-2040 on the application of Snow Ship
yards. Inc., the name of the O1.S,
MYRA J WOOSTER. 46 Gross Tons.
Official Number 216241
has been
changed to MINK
Joseph T. Sylvester.
Collector of Customs.
i
104-107

WANTED: A good reliable man to
supply customers with Rawlelgh Pro
ducts In Lincoln Countv Write RAWLEIC.H6 Dept MEI-73-127B Albany.
N. Y. or see H E Bean. 57 Main St.
Rockland.
107*Th-ll«
FOUR male kittens wanted, nice
1 ng hair. DELIA YORK. Ill Pleasant
St______________________________ 107»lt

CHAUFPEUR-gardener. married, wants
position year round, experienced, go
anywhere Write "F. H C." care Courler-Ga»y;tr.
107*109
WOMAN wanted for light housework
famlly of one MRS SADIE BOARD
MAN Park Place. _____________ 107-109
PURCHASERS wanted at late Nettle
' Y RGmg home. 7 Purchase St , Friday,
1 for remaining personal property of
\ all kinds and descriptions
FRANK
H. INGRAHAM. Administrator. 107-lt
.—---------------------------—
WAITOFSS wanted exclusive coast
rtsort hotel requires Immediately two
refined attractive waitresses for few
weeks
Live at hotel
Oood salary
TEL 157-3 Waldoboro, or write P. O
Box 258 FrlendsNtp
107*109
MIDDI.E-age woman wanted at once
to care for Invalid lady Permanent
home and wages 15 LISLE ST 107*lt
YOUNG man handy tn woods wanted.
*10 mon,h and board CLIFFORD CARRGIl. Tel C-12 Warren
107*103
MAN wanted as direct representative
f.,r reliable nur-ery firm
All Fruit
l Trues Roses etc fullv mi&rantppri
! Investment or experience’
pav werkly. CONN VALLEY. Man
i Chester, Conn_________________ 107*108
HURNITVRE wanted to upholster,
called for and delivered T J FI.EMITNG. 19 Birch St . Tel 212-W 98*103-tf

TO LET
ROOMS to let at 15 Orove St. Tel
579-W MRS FLORA COLLINS 103-tf
FURNISHED apartment to let at 14
MASONIC ST . Cltly.
106*108
UNFURNISHED 5 room apartment.
or 2 or 3 rooms furnished Bath CAIL
after 4pm 57 Pacific St.
107-109
VERY comfortable house to let of
5 rooms, hath, lights, at 171 South
Main St Apply at 169 SO MAIN ST
after 4 30 p m__________
107-109
FOUR-room tenement In Gregory
Block to let. $12 month, wal-r paid
C A HAMILTON. 29 Chestnut St..
Tel P85-J__________________ 107-109
FURNISHED apt. to let. heat, lights?
and water. 2 rooms and bath. $5 week.
FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park St.. Tel 330
__________
105-tf
HOUSE to let at Owls Head Very
reasonable to right party. TEL 292 R
106-111
TWO small apartments to let at 32
Lisle St . heat, lights and water fur
nished
CALL 1178.
106-108
NICELY, furnished front room to let
on floor With bath with light housekeeping prlvlledges
TEL 114-W
________ ____________________ 106-108
SIX r.warj tenement to let on MeChanlc St., all modern CALL 72 Me
chanic St Tel 1090-M or 33 Purchsse
St , Tel 1194-W
105*107
12 DOUBLE house to let. 6 rooms,
bath, garden; rlran. leasonahle Adults.
Apply MR FRISBEE. 2 Greene St.,
Thomaston
105*108
FOUR-room furnished apt . elec, re
frigerator, automatic heat nnd hot
water T, 1 318 W. MRS FROST 103 tf

Summer Cottages
TWO sail 11 furnished cottages to let
nt Hosmer Pond. $6 per week eadh.
EDWIN A, DEAN Tel 671-J. Rockland
108-S-114
COTTAGE for sale Upper Meguntlcrok Lake. Four rooms. Bargain. T.
ANDERSON. 215 Rankin St.. Tel 355-J.
106-108
COTT’AGE at Holiday Beach to let by
month or season; lights, spring water;
shore lot Tel 237-W or 625 115 Park
Rt Cite

MISCELLANEOUS
PAINTING, papering, carpentering,
ceilings washed, all esUmated cost.
CHARLES L. COLLINS, 155 Pleasant
St.______ _ _____________________ 107*109
YARN We are prepared to make
your wool Into yam. Write for-prices
prices
Also yarn for sale. H. A. BARTLETT.
Harmony, Me.
104 115

READ THE ADS
THE TIMES f

Every-Other-DaV
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Fred Chllles, Walter byford, Willis NORTH HAVEN
SOMERVILLE
Bruce, Douglass Gilchrist and
Mr. and Mrs. William Warren oi
Wallace Glidden spent the holi
friend Donald Amiro, Allen Middle- Boston are visitors at the home of day at his home here.
ftftftft
One Tragedy Victim In
The birthday of Mrs. George Histon and friend Henry Anderson and Mrs. Warren’s aunt, Mrs. James
Tabbutt.
ler was observed Friday night, a
MRS. OSCAR O. LANE
Brighton, Mass., Was Son
Fred Swanson.
Correspondent
Mrs. Dorothy Laite and children party of friends assembling for mer
Of
Former Rockland Man
Henley Garner of Skowhegan
of Camden are visitors with rela riment and refreshments. Mrs.
was in town over the holiday.
Hisler
was
well
remembered
with
tives in town.
Two Brighton newspaper boys
Mrs. Elsie Ames and daughters
Gerald Beverage passed the holi gifts
Irene and Mary have returned from , Homer Gray was home from Bath
were killed late Monday by a Bos
a visit with relatives in Matinicus. ov®r th,e weekend.
day weekend with his parents, Mr. * Mr. and Mrs. Eston Wellman.
Da//id Moyer and family have
Ross Hisler and Otis Foster were ton & Albany passenger train as
Miss Olive Amiro returned Sat closed theird cottage "The Music and Mrs. Albert Beverage.
they started to walk across the
Mrs. Lenora Cooper and daughter j recent visitors in Augusta.
urday from Framingham, Mass. Bex" and returned to Oberlin, Ohio.
Betsy of Rockland have been visit- I Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Roes of main line tracks at the Faneuil
Edward T. White and friend of
Lawrence Cole and family, who ing the past week with Mrs. Etta ) Thomaston recently visited Mr. station to wait on the platform for
Newburgh, N. Y., were in town over passed the Summer at Shore Acres, Noyes and Alice Gould.
1 Roes’ father, Charles Roes who has their newspapers.
the holiday.
have returned to Cleveland, Ohio.
Adeline Lassell of Lincolnville is been in ill health but is now someThe victims were John Ryan. 14.
Mrs. William Fraser and chil passing a few days here, having also , what improved,
Mr and Mrs. Kenneth Hatch and
of 30 Newcastle road, son of Mrs.
daughters Vivian and Shirley who dren have returned to Philadelphia. attended tne Leadbetter reunion I Miss Madlyn Marsh of Windsor
Rose Ryan, and Mark Winslow
were guests of relatives in town,
Those home fromo Portland over Saturday.
was guest Saturday of friends here. Murdock, 16, son of Mr. and Mrs.
the weekend were Fritz Johnson,
returned Sunday to Portland.
Mrs. Elda Ames had as holiday
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Eaton have Mark J. Murdock. The Ryan boy.
Mrs. Elizabeth Falconer has re Elmer Simmers, Neil Stordahl, Ben weekend guests: Dana Brown, a been passing a few days with Mrs. whose father died a year ago. had
nephew of Ipswich, Mass., and Eaton’s sister, Mrs. Jessie Hilt In been working only a month in sell
turned to Yonkers, N. Y., having Patrick and Nelson Anderson.
Clyde Orcutt, John Johnsen, Da grandnephew. Richard Pierce of Union.
been guest of her sisters Mrs. Mary
ing. newspapers to help in his fam
vid Anderson and Fritz Anderson Peabody, also a sister, Mrs. James
Mrs. Frank Hisler was a recent ily’s support.
Noyes and Mrs. Barbara Fraser.
were
in
town
over
the
holiday,
re

Brown
of
Peabody.
Mrs.
Brown
is
called
at
Mrs.
Nene
Brown's,
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Brown of
The boys, who had left their
staying for a few weeks’ visit.
1 Mr. and Mrs. Mont Grotton have newspaper bags on the station plat
Boston are visiting Mr. and Mrs turning Monday to Clark Island.
Miss Ethelyn Strickland and
. returned home.
Alfred Creed and Mr. and Mrs. A
walked across
the tracks
i A reception to the newly-married form and to7"boat7
‘arrh?M«roGrant Duell, who were guests of LEADBETTER REUNION
M. Cassie.
The 30th annual reunion of the couple, Mr and Mrs. Eston Well“X
Mrs.
L.
R.
Smith,
returned
Tuesday
Mrs. Thomas Lloyd is guest of
Leadbetter family was held Sat- man, was held recently at me home >
ctrnek nn their return
Tiiev
to Boston.
relatives in Everett. Mass.
n^inhnnnrt
™ ‘
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Koch, who urday at the North Haven Grange ; Of the bride’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. 1
Mr. and Mrs. James Howard of
express
hall
and
was
attended
by
over
50.
Prank
Hisler.
A
variety
of
lovely
Walted
for
an
lnbound
Connecticut passed the holiday has been visiting her another Mrs.
from Albany to pass on an outside
with Mr. and Mrs. James Barton. Lora Hardison, have returned to Those from out of town were: Mrs. ' presents were received.
track, and then stepped across be
Adeline
L.
Lassell
of
Lincolnville,
I
____________
Mr. and Mrs. Malcoln Winslow East Orange, N. J.
hind it directly Into the path of
Mrs. L. E Williams and son Rich Mr. and Mrs. Horace Leadbetter. SWANS ISLAND
have returned to Uxbridge. Mass.
an outbound Framingham train.
Mrs. Richard Lansing, who has ard went Sunday to Fore River Mrs. Mertie L. Tilden and Mr. and
Brighton police took the Mur
Gerald Joyce of Boston is vaca
Mr.s
Marston
Veverage
of
Cam

been at "The Moors" returned Wed Mass, where Mr Williams lias em
dock boy to St. Elizabeth’s Hos
tioning
at
the
home
of
his
aunt
and
den and Jesse E. Ames of Boston.
ployment.
nesday to Rochester, N. Y.
pital, where he died three minutes
An excellent fish chowder din uncle in Atlantic.
Miss Norma Phillips returned
Congdon Gray went Monday to
Mrs. Ruby Norton and Mr. and I after arrival. The other boy, rolled
ner,
with
an
abundance
of
pastries,
Saturday from Rockland, where
Belmont, Mass.
Mrs. Myron Emery of Sanford i up the tracks for 75 feet by the
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Lenfest and she passed several weeks' vacation. was served by a committee of were weekend guests of Mrs. Eilaj engine, was dead when he was exwhich
Mrs.
Maud
Simpson
was
Mr
.
and
Mrs.
Beft
Smith
of
family, who passed the Summer at
Morse.
I amined by Dr. Fred L. Campbell.
8eal Bay Farm have returned to Portland, were holiday guests of chairman. At the business meeting
Leila Stockbridge has returned to' The Ryan boy was taken to the
called
to
order
by
the
president,
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar C. Lane.
Reading, Mass.
"2 I Portland after three weeks’ stay at , northern mortuary, where he was
Mrs. Ada Joyce and sister Miss Jesse Ames, these officers were re- | her home here
Alfred Brown has returned from
identified by Charles Reardon of
elected:
Jesse
E.
Ames,
presideht;
a visit with friends Ir. Stonington Alice Reeve, who passed the Sum
Mrs. William J. Robertson and 37 Harriet street. Brighton, a friend
Mrs.
Adeline
Lassell.
vice
presi

mer at "Set O’ Sun" Shore Acres,
and Rockland.
of the family. Besides his mother
dent; Florence Brown, secretary; two grandsons of Thomaston were
Mrs. Kendall Hatch and son Fred have returned to Newton, Mass.
the boy leaves a sister. Mary 17.
recent
visitors
at
the
Trask
House.
and Hiram Beverage, treasurer.
have returned to Portland after a
Miss Irma Morse ot Portland and a brother, George. 19. He was
The
president
reported
that
the
visit with Mr and Mrs. Fred K MATINICUS
an Eighth Grade pupil at St. Colsupplement to the Leadbetter passed the weekend with her par urnbkille's Parochial School.
Coombs.
Miss Julia Fairbanks Young has records were nearly complete and ents.
Mr. and Mrs. Langtry Smith have returned to her teaching duties in
—Boston Herald
Mr. and Mrs. Gardiner Joyce of
would soon be ready to print. It
had as guests the past week Mr. Braintree, Mass.
The Ryan boy was the son of
was voted to send cards to Isaac T. | P°rUand are visiting relatives in
and Mrs. Walter Smith and son
the late John Ryan of this city
Miss Emma Leonard of Campello, Leadbetter of Stockton Springs and Atlantic.
and Mrs Youngsma of Whitins Mass., is visiting Mrs. Marian Mrs. Carrie L. Paige of Washing- | Beatrice Stockbridge of Massa - who was associated with The Rockville, Mass.
Young.
ton. D. C. who were unable to be chusetta is with her parents, Mr. 'and Dally Star. He was a nephew
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Black and
Mrs. Mildred ODonnell and
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Arnold have consisting of recitations, readings, and Mrs. S. G. Stockbridge for a
children, who have been visiting her returned to Fairhaven. Mass., after
few weeks. Mr. Stockbridge who George Ryan.
present.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W H. In- spending the Stimmer at their cot
A fine program was presented has been ill is gaining slowly.
gerson, have returned to Portland. tage at Harbor Point. Mr. Ar
Mr and Mrs Everett Gross and HOPE
music, singing and remarks ar
The Ladies of the GAH will nold has been engaged In carpen
Miss Mary Herrick went Sunday
ranged by Meribah Crockett, chair Mr. and Mrs Judson Smith attendmeet Friday. Supper will be served ter work at the store of Mrs. W.
to Portland where she is entering
man. A letter was read from Mrs. ed Bluehill Fair.
at 5.30 by Carrie Fifield, Atlie Lane, Scott Young. Mr. and Mrs. Judson
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Joyce and-son state street Hospital School of
Carrie Paige. The meeting closed
Helen Orcutt, Gertrude Vinal ar.d Young are now visiting the Arnolds
with the singing of "God be with Cedric of Camden were weekend Nursing.
Frances Gilchrist.
in Fairhaven.
visitors here.
I The Thimble club will meet at
you till we meet again."
Weekend guests at Mr. and Mrs.
Horace Your.g is on vacation
Miss Phoebe Kent has returned ^e hall Friday to tack a quilt and
A. M. Miller's: ^Irene King. Con from his duties at the store.
to Massachusetts.
, t0 complete other unfinisehd sewcord, N. H.; Arlene Brown, BenaRev. and Mrs. George M. Bailey (ng
Mrs. Weston Ames and daugh TENANT’S HARBOR
Recent guests at "Wliet Cheer” are on the mainland for a few
cook, N H Carl Kalloch. Ebba Kal ter Eileen are with Mrs. Ames’
Mrs. Grace B Lincoln, Loring B
loch. Clarence Butler, Rockland; mother. Mrs. Alton Wentworth in cottage at Hart's Neck were’ Miss ^-pp^
| Lincoln and Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Mildred Faunce of West Roxbury.
and Mr. and- Mrs. B Fltzglbbon. Albion.
Just (Constance Lincoln) were
Gloucester. Mass.
John I. Lunt and family have re Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. James Dill of SIMONTON
weekend guests of Miss Mary Bills
Mrs. Jennie Smith visited her son turned to Winthrop, Mass., after Haddon Heights, N. J.; Dr. Jean
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Zoehler and
Mrs.
Leroy
French
and
son
Le

L. C. Smith over the holiday.
passing a vacation at the Cooper nette Oruener of Boston; Mrs. Ern roy in company with Mrs. Rov daughter Marjorie and Ray Mac
est C. Streeter and M." and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hunt and Farm.
Gilley and Roy Gilley, Jr., are visit Carthy of Waltham. Mass., spent
son Malcolm Mrs. Clark and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Webber John Woodward of Providence.
the weekend at one of the Hatchet
Ross of Fitchburg. Mass., who were are visiting Mrs Webber s mother.
Mrs. Ida Rivers entertained over ing relatives in Seal Harbor ’h’s
Mountain camps and in spite of
week.
at Sunny Bank Cottage the past Mrs. Flora Philbrook. Kenneth the holiday weekend; Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Melvin, bad weather had a glorious time
J.
F.
Rivers
of
Allston,
Mass.;
Mr.
week have returned home.
Webber and Leona Webber passed
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Brown and
Mr Ivin and C. E. HarMiss Sara Bunker and mother the Summer with their grand and Mrs. Albert Spaulding. Mr. and MrsMrs. Dora Castaldl were weekend
Mrs.
Fred
Voutoure,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
ring'on
recently
enjoyed
a
day
s
Mrs. Nelson Bunker went Tuesday mother, Mrs. Philbrook.
visitors at the home of Mr. and
to Ridgewood, N. J.
Mrs. Kenneth Ives has returned Arnold Twombley of Haverhill, ] mot°r tr*° to Bar Harbor.
Mrs. Ralph Brown. Their son Alan
Mass, supper guests Sunday Mr.
JJr.
Sunday 'at 1 Brown who has been Summering
Miss Mettle Ingerson has re to Reading. Mass
and
Mrs.
O.
C.
Kalle
of
RutherW*
0
a
Picnk
supper
Sunday
at)
^.<h
.-----turned to Pearl River, N. Y„ and
Mrs. R. M. C&lhoun of New
with his grandparents accomapnied
has as suests her narents ford' N. J.; Misses Jeannette and Sagamore Park.
Miss Eliza Patterson to Somerville, Haven
Haven nas as guests her parents
Mr. and Mfs Mark Dunton H them on return to Waltham. Mass
Mass., to resume teaching.
at her Summer home "Condon s i Ma!le ^aue oi m zone city, other |
Mrs. Irving Keene, with her
Cove"
j
visitors,
Miss
Annie
Maclsaac
of
|
Monday
on_ Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
Mrs. Cora Carlon and Mrs. Carrie
mother and sister spent the week
Morton
ln
Camden.
Dickenson went Tuesday to Boston.
Mrs. Minerva Shirley, a teacher Allston, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. WalMr. and Mrs. John Buzzell. end at their camp on Hobbs Pond
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Orcutt had in New York is occupying her cot ter Nason of Cambridge. Mass.; Mr.
daughter
Jeannette and Marylin Mr. Keene put on a moving picture
as weekend guests Mr. and Mrs. tage for the season.
and Mrs. Spaulding Owen of Ha
Cripps
attended
Windsor Fair show at the hall recently for the
Elwin Orcutt and son Francis of
Rev. Anson Williams, the pastor verhill, Mass.; callers, Mr. and Mrs. Monday.
benefit of the school lunches.
Framingham. Mass.
for the season, merits much credit Herbert Davis of Poughkeepsie, N.
A sure sign that Summer Is on
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Morton
L. Carver Relief Corps met Tues for his efforts in making the recent T.J and Mr. and Mr.s. Byron Hahn
motored to Fairfield Sunday to
wane ’s the exodus of the
day night. Supper was served by Centennial program a pronounced of Somerville, Mass.
bring home Mrs. Ernest Douglas camPers and the return of the
Mrs. Pearl Fifield. Mrs. Marion success. The historical and social
Mr. and Mis G. C. Kalle arrived
many young school teachers to
Sholes, Mrs. Ada Creed.
Sunday at their cottage ' Sunny who has been a patient at the sani their duties. Miss Harleth Hobbs
features were highly enjoyable.
tarium
there.
Oscar Lawson returned Monday
The family of Milton Philbrook Knoll’’ and will remain for the
Roy F Gilley. Sr., returned Mon left today and Miss Gertrude
to Brockton. Mass.
returned Tuesday to Westbrook. month. TYiey have as guests Mr. day to Hartford.
Hardy leaves soon.
Dr and Mrs. Freeman Brown and Mr. Philbrook to resume his duties Kalle's sisters, Misses Marie Kalle
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clarence
Samson
son Gardiner of Rockland passed as principal of the High School
Jeannette Kalle of New York,
and daughter Lillian of Upton,
the holiday with Mr. and Mrs. F. A. there.
Mass., were guests Sunday of Mr.
Brown.
x>Help Build up Resistance to«^
This dish spells S-W-E-l-l
and Mrs. Raymond Simonton.
Mr. and Mrs James Smith were
The accordion was invented by
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Cecil
Morton
and
home from Worcester, Mass., for a Viennese. Damian, in 1829.
(or September I
family visited Saturday with Mr.
the holiday.
and Mrs. Charles Morton.
FUNCTIONAL
Mr and Mrs. Walter Pollk, chil
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Brann and
dren and mother, Mrs. Annie Polk,
daughter of Belfast were weekend
have returned to Augusta.
I guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Buz
Try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
N. Cook Sholes returned Sunday
Compound to help relieve monthly
zell.
pain,
headaches,
backache
and
to Augusta.
ALSO calm irritable, restless nerves
Stanley Conway, who was in town Without Calomel—And You’ll Jump Out el
due to such functional disorders.
Plnkham'sCompound ls simply mar
The ort of Montreal Is capable
for over the weekend returned Sun
Bod in the Morning Harin' te Ge
velous to help build up resistance
of accommodating 100 ocean steam
day to East Boston.
for such weak, tired women. Try itl
The liver should pour 2 pints of hOe Juice
ers.
your bowel. every day. If thia bile la
Miss Mabel Erickson returned Into
not flowing freely, your food may not dlMonday to Boston
geet. It may juat decay in the bowels. Then
Mrs. Sada I^nnox. daughter MLss;
j3“t^wS5S
Grace
race Lennox and Raymond Len- looks punk.
It takes those good, old Carter’s Little
nox and friend have returned to Liver Pills to get these 2 pints of bile flow*
iiz freely to make you feel “up and up.”
Dorchester, Mass.
a package today. Take as directed.
Among those hdJne from Whitins Get
Amazing in making bile flow freely. Ask
ville. Mass., for the weekend were: for Carter’s Little Liver Pills. 10< and 26$.

Two Boys Killed

VINALHAVEN

FEMALE

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

CHOCGLO

COMPLAINTS

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL
SAIL IN AMERICA

BUY A KALAMAZOO, DIRECT TO YOU

RICHMOND
RED RIPE
28 oz
TINS

TOMATOES

19c

25« • 2

Red Salmon
Matches
Unwff'r
nUlll >

2

umberlake

FULL REGULATION
20 CU. INCH BOXES

ZsL

A5c

TIN
I LB

A

t',lnbs

29c

Lunch Tongue

1201 tint3c

2

TINS

25C

Baked Beans

FINAST

2

DNS

23C

Sky flake Wafers * b.c.
De Luxe Assortment
AVALON
CIGARETTES

PURE CIDER

VINEGAR 17c

21c

L8 PKG

Raisin Buns

Your Old Stove Taken in Trade

Try this tempting new

98-tf

3 LB
TIN

PURE FRUIT JUICE AND SUGAR
MADE THE WAT YOU WOULD
MAKE IT AT HOME

GRAPE,

TIN

Coylon and Formosa Oolong

TEA Sale

oz |
lJARS 4

CURRANT

37

i LB1

HOMELAND or GOLDEN ROSE

>IO

QUINCE, MINT
or CtABAPPLE

Pure
Vegetable
Shortening

Pokoo or Orange Pekoe

I 16 oxf
I JARS ,

APPLE

NEW LOW
PRICES I

VjLB
CTN

| IO oz |

OR BLACK
RASPBERRY

I JARS,

6c

Palmolive Soap

Octagon Soap

Ab... 15c

Kick

3 Pkg* 85c

Tiay Soap Bead*

Super Suds

BI..

RICE PUFFS WHITE
SPRAY
WHEAT PUFFS WHITE
SPRAY

KOLA

8lpi,..,. va,

FINAST

MILLBROOK

SPECIAL PRICES ON

FRUIT
COCKTAIL
Fancy Tiny Cuba Shaped Fruit Cuts

30 oz TIN - 81c
ft 16 oz ft

PKGS

•OLDE STYLE'

BROOMS

BREAD

STURDY REINFORCED QUALITY

Good Val ue
Standard
Bellview

PKGS

12 oz
I BOTS

Contents

Many customers say it's
the finest loaf they have
ever tasted - -'try a loaf.

EA 29c
EA39c

BIG |
I’/flLB
LVS.

EA 59c

Jfci<>yi

■ an
pl KE
LARD 2-15/ OLEO 2 -17/
29c
4
TONICS
55c
FLOUR H57c
margarine

LGE
28 OZ.
BOTS.

MILLBROOK

ALL FLAVORS
CONT. ONLY

FANCY

PASTRY

24'_. LB. BAG

PILLSBURY’S BEST FLOUR
» ■» »'<'
GOLD MEDAL FLOUR
-use—

81/
83/

SUGAR iwiib’bS $4.9510- 51c
COFFEE
3
39c
ROLLED OATS—”17c
3 23c
PAPER TOWELS
2 33c
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE
SWEETENED OR
UNSWEETENED

flavor . , . the mellowed

m.“" pi,12c

3lc

CREPE

Harold B. Kaler, local representative, Washington

GALLON

MARVO

JELLIES

TINS

12 pt. jars 69c

AT A POPULAR
- PRICE -

PURE MIRABEL

Jfa

1 LB

JARS

12 qt. jars 79c

5C

OR CAT
FOOD

Calo Dog Food

E-Z
SEAL

6 &E 17c

, »..9Ce
*’ TINS 85c

V«g«lable or
Tomato Soup

PRESERVING

BELMONT

Stoves, Heaters, Furnaces and Combinations

Very Easy Terms

PRICES ROCKLAND, ROCKPORT, CAMDEN ONLY

KOI.LS

TINS
LGE

sweetness of rich chocolate
chips strewn

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STB. CO.

FRUITS W VEGETABLES

lavishly

through creamy, golden

(Eastern Standard Time)
SWAN’S ISLAND LINE

Sealtest-supervised

Ice

Cream! You’ll want more

MELO-RIPE

FREESTONE

STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
Effective June 20 to September 15, Inclusive
Rrad Down

. . . and more of this de

BANANAS 5 lbs 29c PEACHES

licious September dish!

SEEDLESS

Dally
Except
Sun.

Buy it this month at your

GRAPES

Daily
Except Sun.
Sun.
Only

Sun.
Only

A.M.P.M.P.M.

AJH.P.M.A.M.
4.301.15 8.00!
5.40 3.30! 9.10|
6.5014.40 10.20|
7.50!
|11.30|

neighborhood dealer’s.

Lv.
Lv.
Lv.
Ar.

ROCKLAND.
NORTH HAVEN,
STONINGTON,
SWAN’S ISLAND,

Ar. |1155 7.00 5.35
Ar. |10.55 6.00 4.35
Ar, | 9.50 5.00;3.25
Lv. I 8.45|
|2.15
Read lip

VINALHAVEN LINE
STEAMER W. S. WHITE

Read Down
Dally . •
ExceptDally SSat. A » g Except = 0
Sun.
Sun.

DaHy
Except TJ'S
Sat. A reg Dally
Sun.

A.M.A.M.P.MA.M.
5.00 *8.00|2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,

A.M.A.M.P.M.
Ar. |9.45 11.455.30

| 9.05!
I
I Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
6.15110.00 3.30 9.15| Ar. VINALHAVEN,

Lv. |8.30!10.30!4.15

I

I

I

Read Up

This has been said not once but many times of the splendid
Sunday Excursion Cruises run through September 15 among the
scenic islands of lovely Penobscot Bay.
An invigorating, healthful way to spend a Sunday. Low
fares—fast, powerful, absolutely safe steamers.
Stmr. North Haven—Sixty mile sail—Swan’s Island, Stoning
ton, North Haven.
Stmr. W. S. White—Twenty-five mile sail to Vinalhaven.
Shore dinners on the islands available.
Both boats leave Tillson's Wharf at 9 o’clock, daylight time,
each Sunday, and return in the late afternoon.
Round Trip Fares—Vinalhaven, $1.50; North Iiavcn, •$1.50;
Stonington, $2.20; Swan's Island, $3.00.

80-Th-tf

• New York train connection Saturday only.
78-tf

l>f-j pJ N r-J N N N r-1 N rJ N N rJ r-J N rJ r-i r-i rJ r-i p n p r

FRO-J 0 Y

NATIVE

NATIVE
FANCY

ICE CHE AM
• He«r the Sealtest Show with Rudy
Vallee every Thursday over N.B.C. Red Net
Work, 10 to 10130 P. M., E.D.T.

Thia Company and Saaltait, Inc., ara under
|M —mp uainarahlp

2 lbs 15c BEETS

CABBAGE 4 lbs 10c

CARROTS

4 lbs 23c

NATIVE

bunch

3 bchs 15c

NATIVE ICEBERG

LETTUCE 2 hds15c
5c GREEN BEANS 2 lbs 15c
LARGE SUNKIST

TOMATOES 5 lbs 25c LEMONS
doz 33c
POTATOES 15 lbs 25c ONIONS 10 lb bag 27c

FIRST NATIONAL STORES

Every-Other-Day
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THOMASTON
««««
BHIKLEY T. WTLLLAMB
Correspondent
ftft ft a

School And College
List Of Rockland Students
Who Will Enter Institu
tions of Higher Learning

CAMDEN

ROCKPORT

JUNE COTE
Correspondent
ftftftft
Tel. 713

UDA O. CSLAMRNXT

ftftftft
Correspondeul

TALK OF THE TOWN

STRIPED BASS FISHERY
Sea and Shore Fisheries Com
missioner Arthur R. Greenleaf to
day announced the start of a sur
vey of the striped bass fishery
along the Maine roast which will
be conducted during the next four
weeks by Sumner A. Towne, expert
salt water angler, of Brookline.
Mass. RC*said that the purpose of
this activity which ls being fi
nanced by his dcpariment was to
locate new potential bass fishing
areas and to gather information
that would enable the State to go

Boy Scout Troop 206 will meet
Friday night at 7 o'clock, at the
for sportsmen and will bring many house on Juniper Hill.
thousands of dollars to Maine.
Greenleaf said that he engaged
A meeting of Young Republicans
Towne after a series of conferences ls called for tonight at 7.30 at the
and that next year he hoped to Court House on a matter of speoial
continue the survey on a larger importance.
9cale. His eventual goal is to have
the entire coast charted. During
Unmarried men over 18 years of
the present study Towne will cover
age wishing to enlist ln the Na
as many rivers and streams as
tional Guard will find the Rockland
possible but states that he can
armory on Spring street open every
not possibly do a thorough job ip
day and evening.
such a short time. He ls conI vlnced that the Maine streams are
Residents of West Meadow Road

Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Newbert re
turned yesterday to their home on
Masonic street after spending the
Summer at West Rockport.
_______
V
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Erickson re
turned Wtdnesday from their wed
ding trip, and are at their apart
ment cn Talbot avenue.

The “gates of knowledge" are re
TeL
opening. and thousands of students
are starting another year in col
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gumbold,
Mr and Mrs. Lewis Daucett of
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Parsons of leges. normals schools and business
Mr. and Mrs. Walter E. Curtis
[ who have apartments at Mrs. C. F.
Chelsea. Mass., returned home Sun schools. Presented here is a par of Gardner. Mass., and their son Manchester. N. H. have been guests
Simmons' residence on Talbot
day after three weeks' visit with tial list of those from this city who and daughter, Donald and Mary, for a week of his mother Mrs.
avenue,, leave tomorrow on a va
Charles
Ingraham.
Mrs, Parsons' parents, Mr. and Mrs will leave soon to enter school, and students at Princeton University
cation, going as far as New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Libby and
John Shields.
it is hoped that additional names and Bates College respectively,
daughter
Katherine
who
have
will
be
sent
in.
William T. Smith, Jr., enter
were recent guests of Rev. and Mrs.
At 10 o'clock this morning, the
been vacationing at their camp on
Fairmont Junior College. Wash Weston P. Holman.
tained a group at dinner at With
president
and directors of Ihe Sav
Amesbury street, return today to
am's Lobster Pound Saturday night, ington. D. C.—Laura Pomroy.
Miss Doris Heald is attending the
ings Ban* and their wives left for
Manchester.
N.
H.
University
of
Jlhine
—
Eeanor
the occasion being a reunion of old
New England Dancing Teachers'
were highly pleased with passage their annual convention held at
friends
Following dinner the Look. Barbara Orff. Betty McAlary. Convention this week in Boston.
Mis. Phoebe Harmon was in
of an order at last night's meeting Rangeley Lake, where Mr. and Mrs.
’own Tuesday calling on friends.
party went to Oakland Park for Donald Marrlner, Edward William
Mr. and Mrs. William Smith of
of the City Council for the Instal Charles Day, managers, will see
dancing. Mr. Smith's guests were son. Meredith Dondis. Orant Davis. Scarsdale. N. Y. have been recent She went Wednesday to Bos'on
lation of a hydrant In the midst that jwrythlng is done for them
Frederick
Perry,
Paul
Horeyseck.
Mr. and Mrs LeRoy Comly. Jr. and
where ■>bs will make her home w.th
, of that heretofore unprotected rest- [ possible. The company includes
Farmington Normal School—Bar guests of Mr. and Mrs. George H ter daughter. Mrs. Doris Ci.sa.
Miss Anne Armstrong of Ekins
J dential district. Work is expected to Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Fuller. Mr
Thomas.
The two large purple lilac trees
Park, Penna . Dr. and Mrs Kenneth bara Derry. Nancy Snow, Betty
1 start immediately on the project and Mrs. E J. Helller. Mr and
Mrs
Jocelyn
Christie
and
two
Beach.
Hilda
Spear,
Pearl
Leonard.
n front of th" residence of
Holt of Roslindale, Mass., Dr.
and reflects much credit on Alder- Mrs. Na’hnn F. Cobb. Mr. and Mrs.
children
of
Washington,
D.
C.
Charie; F. Ingraham, and which
Douglas Walker of New Haven. Elizabeth Lurvey.
man C. M. Havener who has worked j William F. Spear. Mr. and Mrs.
Oakgrove Seminary — Patricia have arrived to make their home ;ave ar. air of distinction to the
Conn., and Miss Dorothy Lawry of
! night and day to make possible William A Glover and Mr. ar.d
here.
They
are
occupying
the
Allen.
residence have been sold to one
Rockland.
this vitally important improvement Mrs. Ar’.iur L. Orne. The party
Lesley School. Cambridge, Mass. Hutchins house on Megunticook if Camden's Summer restdet.tr,
Maynard Linscott Jr., is spend
____
| will ret ir i Saturday night.
street.
—
Jeannette
Gordon.
Mrs.
E.
J.
Cornells.
Bay
View
s
”
eet
ing the week in Waterville with his
Mayor Frederick G. Payne of Au
Law- School — Hervey j Mr. and Mrs. Thomas W. McKay vnu are now oeing removed to
Harvard
The Fish and Oame Department
aunt and uncle. Mr. and Mrs. A. E
gusta who came within a compara
Allen.
! arftl family have returned home their new location.
has
released Its hunting season cir
Arnold On return he will spend
tive handful of votes of winning
Dartmouth College—J. William after spending the Summer at
Mrs. Mildred Holmes who has
culars with all dates the same as
Friday night with Irving Eliot in
the
Republican
nomination
for
Anderson.
j Lincolnville Beach.
leen under observation at the
Brunswick.
Governor, ls staunchly campaign last year with the exception of
Yale University—Gerald Bever
New England Baptist Hospital in
Miss
Ruth
Prince
has
completed
ing for his successful rival, Hon. waterfowl and woodcock. The deer
Mrs. Earl Woodcock was happily age.
! her duties at Boynton. McKay s Roxbury. Mass., the past two weeks
Sumner
Sewall, and will be the season in Aroostook. Penobscot. Ox
surprised Tuesday night on her ar
Colby College—Gordon Richard Drug store and is visiting in Madi- underwent- a surgical operation
principal speaker Saturday night at ford. Franklin, Piscataquis and
rival home to find a family group son. James East. Ruth Thomas.
Tuesday.
j son.
a Republican rally to be held ln Somerset Counties, Oct. 21st to Nov.
gathered at the home of Mr. and
Johns Hopkins Medical School—
Mr. and Mrs. Charlton Daucett
Community Building. Mayor Payne I 30th and in Androscoggin. Cumber■ Mr. and Mrs. Richard Welch and
Mrs. Walter Hastings for a supper Robert Allen.
son. Robert are spending the week entertained at a family picnic
is a dynamic speaker with great' land. Hancock, Kennebec, Knox
party in observance of her birth
Hebron Academy—William Bick
Sunday at their home on Camden
in Pennsylvania.
day. Mrs. Hastings had planned nell.
' local popularity. It is expected Lincoln. Waldo. Sagadahoc, York
road, with a lobster dinner as one
I that an out-of-Sta’e speaker will and Washington. Nov. 1 to Nov. 30.
Mr. and Mrs Joseph Cote’ anand prepared the supper ,and others
Bangor Theological Seminaryof the enjoyable features. Twenty1 share the platform with him Sat- It will be legal to shoot bear from
present were Mr. Woodcock, Misses Perry Howard.
i nounce the engagement of their nine were present, including a four
I urday night Roekland City Band Oct. 1 to Nov. 30 and rabbits in all
Eonia and Marjorie Woodcock.
Gorham Normal School—Mazie ) daughter June to Gregory Lewis generation group, the members of
will dupen.se music and the festivl- counties except Franklin and Som
Richard Woodcock. Bernard, Lois Joy. Marilyn Ramsdell, Mary Gill son of Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Gill
which were Mrs. Charles F. In
erset (Get. 1 to March 31) from Oct.
and Richard Hastings and William Dodge. Richard Marsh, Laroy of Brooklyn. N. Y. No date has been
i tics will start at 8 o'clock.
graham of Rockport. Forrest Dau
1 to Feb- 28 The partride season
Olllchrest.
set for the wedding.
Brown.
cett of Boothbay Harbor. Mrs. ,
runs from Oct. 1 to Nov. 15 and
Miss
Marion
Mullen.
Mrs.
Zenas
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lawrence
Yates
Mr. and Mrs. James Walters caller
Kents Hill School—Ruth Nichols.
Thelma Daucett Cooper and son
Melvin and Mrs. Robert P. Russell woodcock from Oct. 10 to 24. Wa
on .Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Robinson
Queens College, Ontario—Jessie left Sunday for Baltimore, where Cary of Camden.
of Warren were hostesses Tuesday terfowl shooting will start at sun
j they will make their home.
Monday enroute to their home in Olds.
Herbert Crockett has employment
night at a bridge, complimenting rise Oct. 1 and will be legal until
Mrs. Phoebe Harmon went Wed- with R. W Buzzell Co.
Everett. Mass., after several days
Bates College—Marion Ludwick.
Commissioner Stobie
Mrs. Edward Barnard, at the home Nov. 2£V
to
make
her
home
in
Boston
with
spent in St. George..
Dorothy Frost. Doris Borgerson
Miss Marion Upham was hostess
of Mrs. Melvin. Oay street. Honor states that a public hearing will be
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lombard of
Bowdoin College—Harold Dondis. her daughter Mrs. Aime Caza.
Wednesday night to the D. & F.
scores were held by Miss Marjorie called later ln the Fall to determine
The Rotary Club enjoyed a so Club of Rockland of which she is
South Portland are visiting Mr. and
Anxious to promote a sports fishery for striped bass along the Maine
Gephart of Warren. Mrs. Stanley the advisability of an open season
cial
ladies
night
this
week
as
Mrs. John Mitchell of Friendship.
coast on a businesslike basis. Commissioner Greenleaf has engaged Sum
a member.
Hall and Mrs. Carl Philbrook. on pheasants.
guests of Alton French at his
Joseph Scanlon. Miss Marie ScanOrlando Cole, of the Curtis ner A. Tow ne, angler, to condurt a month survey of the possibilities of this Other guests were Miss Lucy
camp. Coleman's Pond.
activity. Town, who Is shown i center I in aborr photo, is discussing lures
Ion. Mtss Lena Scanlon, and a
String Quartet, with his family,
Approximately 4.000,000 school
Mrs. Sally Hackett who has been who have been occupying the resi and equipment with veteran guide .Alvah Ridlev of Rath (left), and Clar French. Miss Margaret Adams.
Iriend. of Dorchester, Mass., were
Men
Who
Couldn
’
t
Quite
Children
ride to school each day,
Mrs.
Gerald
Black
Mrs.
Francis
ence
Meservey,
captain
of
the
State
patrol
boat
"Maine.'*
1
spending
the
Summer
at
her
home
•weekend holiday guests of Mr. and
dence at the Capt. Eells Boat Barn
Whip Cooper Meet In
on Eaton avenue, returned Tues for the Summer, left Wednesday Photo and news article furnished through courtesy of Dick Reed of the Orne. Mrs. Wilbur Strong. Mrs. the average trip amountin gto 11
Mrs. Oeorge Olllchrest.
Alden Johnston. Mrs. Frank Pres miles.
Maine Development Commission
day to New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Burton of
Consolation Bout
for Philadelphia.
cott.
and Mrs. Paul Merriam. Yel
Miss
Edna
Young,
daughter
of
Needham. Mass., were weekend
Mrs. Minnie Crozier, with her after the promotion of tnis fishery ideal for bass fishing and predicts low and green were used in the
The two boxers who came out Mr. and Mrs. Willis Young, who is
Directly or indirectly, the auto
guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Oxton.
grandchildren. Miss Barbara Rich on a businesslike basis.
that eventually a majority of the color scheme, and buffet luncheon mobile Industry is estimated to pro
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Pillsbury. second best with Lou Cooper, but a student nurse at the Augusta ardson of Rockport and Howard
Although many anglers hate anglers will fish from bridges and was served. Mrs. Barnard .received vide employment for more than
who gave that gentleman busy General Hospital is now affiliating
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Pillsbury and
moments in the squared circle will at Children's Hospital in Portland. Crozier of Rockland returned to been taking the fish lor several the river banks
a shower of gifts.
1500.000 persons in tlie south.
daughter. Shirley, returned Monday
day from a weeks visit with her yea. Greenleaf believes that avail
Greenleaf stated that the survey
fight it out in the main event at
Mrs Elizabeth Elms has rented son and daughter-in-law Mr. and
to Beverly, Mass, after spending
able information is of a ait-oi-miss was started late as the fish were
the Park Street Arena Friday the Lorin Dow house on Washing
the weekend with Mrs. Annie Rob
Mrs. J. B. Crozier at Prince Ed variety.
He said that Towne tardy in showing. During the
night—"and may the divil take the ton street.
bins.
ward Island. N. B
would not only do a lot of experi past 10 days they have appeared In
hindmost."
The Red Cross work rooms will
Mrs. Alton Grover entertained the
Max Aronoff, violinist of the mental fishing but would supply most of the coastal streams and
Two hard hitters are these boys, be changed from their location in
Tuesday Club this week, a feature
and each has the uncomfortable the St. Thomas Parish House to Curtis String Quartet, with his the denari ment with comprehensive some good sport is being had.
cf the refreshments being a beauti
Greenleaf declared he was firm
habit of landing a haymaker the Congregational Parish house. family returned today to Philadel cliaits rnd diagrams of the fishfully decorated cake in observance
ly convinced of the great possibili
where and when it does the most Em street, and will be open there phia after spending the Summer try' in tne various rivers
of the birthday of Mrs. Alonzo
The statistics will shuv ’l.e best ties of a striped bass fishery and
good. Somebody is going to kiss I Tuesday. Wednesday and Thurs- at “Kob Cot,” Russell avenue.
Spaulding Highest score prize at
Miss Hortense Bohndell has re time ard tides for the ft. .1 to bUe | that his department was goign to
the old rug Friday night, and your day next week from 10 to 4 o'clock.
bridge also was awarded Mrs. guess as to which it will be is as
turned from Knox Hospital where Ln the different streams and the leave nothing undone to see that
The committee announces that 13.- she underwent a throat operation best lures and equipment to use. this activity is properly promoted.
Spaulding, the consolation going to
good as the other feller's.
700
surgical
dressings
towards
the
Mrs Linwood Cunningham. The
Lest anybody, be in doubt as to quota of 17.000 were made in Au last week and is convalescing at j Surf fishing possibilities will also He pointed out that Massachusetts
other guest was Mrs. Clement
be explored.
and other Slates had been reaping
the identity of the principals be gust, and if enough men and wo her home on Beech street.
Arthur K Walker, First Select- [ Towne who has made a study of a harvest from bass for several
Moody.
rRv»
___ tndicoH Johnf" . lt0»h«r» ♦«
it known that they are Butch I men workers will go to the work
William Creighton returned Tues Wooster of Rockland and Don
An<,ly,’u nnd Comfort
•nan is improving from a severe striped bass tor several years will years and said that he believes It
itantly
day to East Milton. Mass., after West of Gcrdiner. The men need rooms tonight from 7 to 9 o'clock, "old which confined him to the use a skiff with an outboard motor "high time that Maine awakens to
FeoLH^*hsa spending the Summer with his no introduction, as they say at this quota can be finished.
and the latest types of fishing [ the value of this valuable asset."
house several days.
Giv*
The property of Stella I. Hurd
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. N. F banquets.
Misses Leoline Wilson and Caro- equipment. He has developed sev- I Citizens who wish to supply lnon
Pearl
street
has
been
sold
this
Andrews.
I
lee Wilson went to Criehaven eral new techniques In bass fish- j formation to Towne or to contact
Walter Reynolds of Camden who
Miss Blanche Henry is in Dover- has fought so many battles that week to Henry M. Newbert of Tuesday to spend a few days with ing and will try them in the vari- him for information can reach this
Foxcrcft where she is to teach ne has lost Count, will occupy the Vinalhaven.
their father. Ralph Wilson.
ous localities. He ls of the opinion , expert at the Department of Sea
' Z.'-Jf
Mr. and Mrs W D. Heald an
mathematics and coach dramatics opposite corner from Micky Boyn
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Guy Small and that the fishery will eventually be ! and Shore Fisheries. Boothbay
nounce the engagement of their family of Attleboro. Mass., were developed into a great attraction I Harbor.
this fall.
ton. North Whitefield who will come
Arcana Lodge and Mayflower out of the alderbushes long enough daughter Barbara to Fred Haining. holiday weekend guests of Mu
Temple members are invited to thc to take the measure of the man son of Mr. and Mrs. F H. Haining Helen Sr.i-ilL
home of Mrs. Gertrude Oliver. with the pompadour—at least that's of Rockland. No date has been
Miss Fern Whitney with Mr. ard
Friendship. Sunday, for picnic sup what he thinks he is going to do. set for the wedding
Mrs. Richard C. Welch and son
Miss Betty Wagner went Tues Robert of Camden left Tuesday for
per All attending will take dishes,
In the top prelim will be seen
day to New York city where she Scranton Fa.. where they will vi<t
silver and sweet food.
the joyful Happy Skinner of Rock
Misses’ brown oxford, red rub
Miss Iva Henry returned heme land who threatens to take Young will study at the Jelinsky school of Mr. and Mrs. Austin Whitney, re
ber sole I heel. Sites 12'd to 3.
Tuesday frem Falmouth Foreside Dominie of Jefferson apart and see dramatic art.
turning home Saturday.
.Girls' Sites, 3* to 8, $2.
where she has been employed this what makes the wheel go round. Forced Plane Landing
Joseph Jordan arrived Sunday
summer at the Underwood Motor
from
New
York
to
join
Mrs
Jordan,
Mrs. Catherine Slocum of Phila
Goshallhemlock!
Camps.
delphia who was flying her plane who has been at the home of Mrs.
The Federated Church primary
to Bangor to join Mr. Slocum made 3elle Coates four weeks. Together
room had another interesting visitor RAZORVILLE
a forced landing in a field belor^t- they returned home Wednesday.
last Sunday. Mrs. Leonard O. Pack
Mrs. Maude Howard is with Mrs. ing to Ralph Cripps late Tuesday
Mr and Mrs. V. S. Kenyon of
Misses' Dutch Boy I
i elk osard of Needham, Mass., who told Vinnle Bowes for a few days dur afternoon.
Marcellus. N. Y.. were over night
lord. Leather sole, rubber
the classes the story of the expedi ing the latter's illness.
Sites IVA to 2.
Mrs. Slocum left the inland guests Tat ure ay at the home of
tion of the Thomaston schooner
Mrs. Martha Hayward who re route because of the storm and Miss Marlon Weidman. On re
Nautilus to the Labrador and Green, cently made a flying trip to Milli ran into the thick fog along the turning Sunday thev were actjir,land in 1860 from June to Septem nocket. has returned to the home of coast. After circling about Cam panitd by Mrs. C. E Weidman,
ber. This is a part cf the local hls- her mother. Mrs. Blanche Johnston den for nearly an hour and finding who had been guest cf Miss '.V ‘.cAdd speed to your cleaning
_tory she has given special study, and for a time.
her gasoline supply getting low. man for several weeks.
savings and to your buying.
It was timely for the boys and girls
The Forest Chapmans of Dead she finally made the difficult land
Miss Hazel Wall is having a
Get everything you need to
following Mr. Gould's reference to Water were here for the holiday.
month's vacation from her duties
ing without mishap.
put your house and grounds
in
It the preceding week. Also greeted
Funeral services for Rutih Eliza
She was driven to Bangor Tues at the Belfast office of the Cen
Incinerator
in perfect condition while you
with pleasure at these two sessions beth, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. day night by Mr. and Mrs. Chesley tral Maine Power Co., which she
Dispose of
let our low prices save money
was Miss Olive Leach, a former Earl Prescott, aged 4% months, who Cripps and the plane will be re is spending with her mother. Mrs
leaves and
teacher in the room, home on vaca died in Connecticut, were held last moved by truck to an air port S. H Wall.
for you. Plan on a quirk and
rubbish in a
tion from the Maine General Hospi Thursday from the home of her where a favorable take-off can be
Dr. and Mrs. F. L. Magune of
saving cleanup with cleaning
Safe
Way
Girts' two lone tie. Red rub
tal School of Nursing ln Portland.
grandparents, the Wilbur Pitmans made.
Worcester, Mass., were ln town
aids from the Main Street
sole 8, heel. Sites 3'A to 8
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Spiller and Rev. John Besant officiated.
Sunday calling on friends.
98c
Hardware Company.
children Gladys May, Ra’ph and
Miss Fannie Fuller of Baston ls
Wallace who have been guests of made an excellent background for
visiting her brother, Horatio Fuller.
Built for
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Kalloch, have re the bowls of beautiful garden flow
The Clarence F. Grabbs who
Curtain
Weymouth Grange of Thomas
'co:
turned to Portland.
hafd wear,
ers which were effectively placed ton will confer the first and second have been spending several weeks
Stretchers
The kitohen party given by the about the rocm.- Miss Nellie Gar degrees on two candidates at the at their cottage on Sea street, re
Boys' ton Bootmaker finish
Friendly Club yesterday afternoon diner, Mrs. Florence Gardiner and meeting Monday night. There will turned last Thursday to Fairport
oxford. Half double leath
$1.49
SCRUB
er soles, leather heels.
at the Methodist Church was well Miss Anna Dillingham comprised be a surprise program. Martins N. Y.
Rust re
Sites 3 to 6.
attended, affording an opportunity the committee in charge of the af ville Grange has been invited to
Mrs. Nathan Wortweich and son
BRUSH
sistant pins
for those interested to inspect the fair; and tea. coffee, sandwiches officiate at the working of the third Herbert of Camden, N. J. and
and center
"new'’ ‘kitchen. The Ivory walls and cookies were served from 3 to and fourth degrees the following Francis Tursl of Philadelphia, who
braces on all
9c
5 o'clock, the time being spent so Monday. The annual fair of Wey have been at the home of Mr. and
daily. Generous contributions to mouth Grange will be held Oct. 9 Mrs. Frank Rider for the Summer,
Highly abthe silver collection brought a grati if possible in the newly-bought returned home Sunday.
ANY TYPE
PAPER
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Allan re
sorbent,
fying sum to the Club treasury.
Girls' brown loater oitord, leather
Orange quarters, the Bushnell
turned Tuesday to Quincy. Mass.
sole & heel. Widths ABC. Sites
Mrs. L. O. Packard, who has been house, on Starr street.
with lloldr
TOWELS
AM to I.
• • • •
after spending a week as guests of
visiting her sister, Mrs M. E. Web
For kitchen
Hope Grange visited Seven Tree Mr. and Mrs. Burton F. Richards.
ber, for a week, returned Tuesday
bath
19c
Mr. and Mrs. William H. L. Wash
to Warren, and with Mr. Packard Orange of Union Wednesday night
left Wednesday for their home in and furnished thc entertainment— burn of Boston spent the weekend
CLEAN UP LEAVES!
Needham. Mass. They were accom a one-act play, "Pineapple Salad." with his father. Dexter C. Wash
Ironing
Boys'Ian or black oxford.
panied by their daughter, Mrs. with Emer True, Mrs. Mildred burn at his Summer home on Main
A sturdy
Red mot sole. Sites Ito 6.
street. Mr. Washburn is a 1st Lieu
Dunton,
Willard
Brown
and
Mrs.
Henry
Leonard,
Mr.
Leonard,
and
Tables
metal
BUYERS: We offer a va
tenant
in
the
U.
S.
Army
Reserve,
son Henry, Jr., of Durham, N. C„ Hsle Wilson in the cast. Several
reenforced
riety of properties which who spent the Summer at South Grangers have talks and a tasty re and has recently returned from
$1.19
three weeks active duty at Fort
past was served.
will meet with your exact Pond.
RAKE
Strongly
Ethan Allen, Vt., where he was
24” wide
requirements.
constructed
serving as instructor in a Citizens'
48" size.
Special—
Military Training Camp.
Padded,
Mrs. Louise Smith and daughter
SELLERS: We give nation
covered
89c
Anna
of
Beverly,
Mass.,
were
guests
j
wide advertising of your
Girls' brown *edgie moccasin Red
IN PERSON
Saturday of Mrs. Annie Ingraham
rubber sole. Sites 4' i lo 8.
property.
with “Patsy Ann’’ the little songbird, and
Deane.

Tel. 190

Wooster Versus West

HEADLINE NEWS!

fcHooL

Shoes

a*

The Grange Corner

REAL ESTATE
BOUGHT-SOLD

HAPPY VALLEY COWBOYS
“Uncle Zeb’’ well known comedian

Free Open Listing

FRED A. DEAN
TEL. 418

CAMDEN
101Thl07

WATTS HALL, THOMASTON
Saturday, September 7
AT 8.00 O’CLOCK
On the Screen: Charles Starrett in “BULLETS FOR RUSTLERS”

EAST WALDOBORO
Mrs. Bessie Monahan, who has
been spending a vacation with her
mother. Mrs. Nellie Reever. returned
Tuesday to New York.
Charles Bowers and family at
tended the Coffin-Dow reunion
Sunday at "Walter Coffin’s, Aina.

IfllNSTHRRDUJflREo.
0 PAINTS • STOVES • KITCHENWARE
"FORMERLY VEAZ/E'S"

y 441 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

V,Q

Copyright 1940
Endicott Johnson Corp.

MAIL ORDERS FILLED AT THESE PRICES
Plus Small Charge for Postage

346 MAIN STREET.

ROCKLAND. MAINE
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Every-Other-Day

OCl ETY.

Mrs. Ella Beal entertained at a
dinner party Saturday night, in
honor of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Oamage. observing their 23d wed
ding anniversary.

HAPPY BIRTHDAYS, THOSE

Page Seven

This And That

NEWS FROM THE BREAKWATER
By Pauline Ricker

Miss Eunice Lisowski and her
mother, who have been spending a
PERS ........................................t'C.__
Miss Kathleen O'Connell of month at Pleasant Beach in the C.
Miss Dorothy Y. Holbrook, died- Lakewood, N. J„ and New York city S. Woolley cottage have returned
tian in Palmerton, (Pa.) Hospital, who has been visiting Mrs. J. Don- to New Ycrk.
returned Thursday after a vacation aid Coughlin for several days has
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Austin and
of two weeks at her home in this returned to her home,
family have returned to Reading,
By K. S. F.
city.
Mass., after a vacation spent at
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Oould and Pleasant Beach.
Mrs. Prank Brigham and daugh family of Fair Haven, Mass., were
/•
Germany and Russia have occu
ter Rutli who have been ln this city holiday guests with their cousin,
Mr.’ and Mrs. C. F. Joy and
pied all or parts of 14 nations since
for a few days visiting relatives and Mrs. Lillian Blood.
daughters Maizie and Viola, and
September last year. How much
friends have returned to their home
Mi s Dorothy Martin of Lewiston
is this country at fault for this
in Malden, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren O. Feyler went on a weekend trip to Montreal
condition?
and
Mohawk
Trail.
• • • •
I'of Thomaston, and Mr. and Mrs. E.
Hotel Samoset—Roekland Breakwater
Miss Jennie Crockett who has i K. Mills spent the weekend and
Hint
—
One
of
the best drinks is
Mr. and Mrs. James Campbell and
been spending her Summer vaca holiday at Mrs. A. W. Spear's cot
The
last
dance
of
the season was Collir.s defeated Miss Jane Ross
grape Ice tea; use home made
family have returned to their home
tion ln this city leaves tomorrow for tage at Pleasant Beach.
grapejulce
for
best
results
and
add
held
Saturday
night
and many I and Howard Gould 6-4, 6-4 The
in
Connecticut,
after
spending
a
Garland where she will remain dur
I winners then took the next two
a
bit
of
lemon
juice
to
give
it
more
month at the A. W. Spear cottage
guests reserved tables.
Among sets from Joseph Beardwood, Jr.
ing the month of September before
Miss Hazel Winslow, after spend
zest.
Nothing
better.
at
Pleasant
Beach.
returning to Chelsea, Mass.
those entertaining were Mr. and and Dana Jackson 6-1. 7-5. In
ing the Summer with her parents.
• * • •
334 Limerock street, left Sunday
Mrs. Howard L. Gould, Mr. and the consolation match Miss Ross
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Anderson and
J. Edgar Hoover finds outrageous
L. E. Frost who has employment for Philadelphia, to resume her
Mrs. James ODonnell. Mrs. Al and Howard Gould were thc win
j family, who have occupied Rev.
sabotage
against
the
National
De

in Boston, is spending two weeks’ teaching. She was accompanied by
ners.
Corwin Olds residence on Beech
fense program and they are all bert S. Carman, Miss Hortense Barvacation, with his family in this Miss Bernice Hasscl of Sebago lake
Misses Anna nnd Folrence Iogen
ten.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Sheridan
W.
street for the Summer, returned
shielded by subversive forces. Why
city. He is confined to his home as far as Port Jervis. N. Y., also
lunched
with Mrs. Deane Osborne
Scott,
Col.
and
Mrs.
H.
C.
Bretney,
yesterday to Philadelphia. Rev.
not have the names of every one
this week with a severe attack of Miss Margaret Ramsdell of Colum
W. W. Faunce. Dr. and Mrs. Fred and Mrs. Theodore Brohnc at
Olds and his family, who have been
of
these
“
subversive
forces
”
and
bronchitis.
bia Falls and Miss Elizabeth Hitch- at the Gregory ccttage at Cres
Bothe, and Dr. and Mrs. Joseph "Bayberry,'’ Camden.
punish them?
ins of Caribou, Miss Winslow's cent Beach, are now at their home.
Joseph I. Young entertained at
Beardwood.
• • • •
William Seavey had his fourth weekend guest, as far as Tabernacle.
Winners of the putting tourna cocktails Monday evening ln the
-T
-------Crude oil poured into a modern ment were Mrs. J. Scott Fowler. Marine Cocktail Lounge.
annual plcuic at his camp in Cush N. J., where Miss Jlitchlns plans to
Miss Flora Colson of Boston, who
petroleum refinery ls transformed Richard Collins. Louis Forte. Mrs.
ing Sunday, assisted this year by visit her sister.
Arrivals included Mr. and Mrs.
spent the weekend with her par
into not less than 26 types of gaso Joseph Beardwood. Winners of Edwin S. Hall. Fairlee. Vt.; Mrs.
his brorhpr-tn-law. J. E. Drinkwater
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Fred P. Colson
line. 30 different solvents, five the kicker's tournament were Mr. Myron L Borg. Myron L. Borg. Jr.,
of Brewer, who has recently had a
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hall of at Ash Point, has returned to the
grades of Diesel oil. 15 grades of and Mrs. Earle Anderson. Dr. Fred New York City; Mr. and Mrs. A.
camp built there. The menu for Summer street are spending a few Massachusetts General Hospital
fuel oil. 35 types oi oxidized as- Bothe. Dr. Joseph Beardwood. J. 1 E Higgins. Worcester. Mass., Mr.
the dinner consisted of his famous days in Bartlett, N. H.
training school.
phal’s. 15 industrial oils. 40 types Scott Fowler.
clams, and corn baked in seaweed
i nnd Mrs. Edward Whetler. Brur.sof highway asphalts. 80 greases.
on the shore; also lobstters, sand
Mrs. James O'Donnell gave a 1 wick.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Leach
Mrs. Fred Wotton had as guests
25 home and automotive products birthday lunch ln honor of her
wiches and pies. All are looking Monday her three sisters, Mrs. had as guests Laber Day. Mr and
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Gould
and 135 grades of lubricating oils. daughter Marie, Sunday. In her 1 entertained
at
dinner
Monforward to another get-together
Mrs.
Ralph
Wyllie
of
Warren.
Mr
Merritt Robinson, Mrs. Nathan
Thus, crude oils are of infinite party were Mr. and Mrs. Frank I day in honor of Mrs. Joseph
next year. Those in the party were,
Copeland and Mrs. Esther Newbert and Mrs. E. A. Oxton of Thomas
who
played
a
Mr and Mrs. J. E. Drinkwater, MLss
McHale. Jimmy ODonnell and 1 Oershanowitz.
In the lower picture William Irving Dulry. son of Mr. and Mrs. William value to the world.
ton and Mr. and Mrs Ronald Me&ser
of Lynn, Mass.
• • • •
Deborah
Drinkwater,
Edward
_____
Miss Ann Stein, and Mr O Donnell. special golf match on the Samoand daughters, Eale and Toby of 11. Dulry of Rath. Mrs. Dulry is the former Alma Harjula. daughter of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Erick Harjula of Thomaston. In the upper picture.
Drinkwater, Marion Sawyer. Pearl
Warren.
Did you realize that ln this Arrivals include Mr. end Mrs. I set links. Other guests were Miss
Carruthers, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
M0"* B Perry and family have
Sanja Diane, aged one year.
country there are 7 500 different Clarence Moyer. Merlon. Pa ; Miss Pauline Ricker, Joseph Oershano
Drinkwater and children. Richard I turned from Megunticook Lake
The advisory committee for the
varieties of apples. 500 of which Helen Forrest. Hartford, Conn.; witz and Arkadi Gershanowitz. Fol
and Betty all of Brewer. Mr. and
1"? local girls project. N.Y.A., will be
Miss Jean Hampton and Miss' Mr. and Mrs. George Sandner and are of good flavor it ls said.
Mr. and Mrs Rollln M. Perkins. lowing the dlr-er party the guests
are
again
domiciled
at
their
Lime

• • • •
Mrs. Harry Moore, Mr. and Mrs.
Icwa City, Iowa; Dr. and Mrs. G. attended the last dance of the sea
entertained at tea. this afternoon Wilma Davis, who have been the Jackie Smith go today to Mars Hill
Harry W. Drinkwater. Leroy Drink rock street home.
at 4 p. m. ln the house of Mrs. guests of Mrs. Elizabeth Gray, to be guests of Jackie's parents.
W.
Miller, Greenwich. Conn.; Mrs. son. Mr. and Mrs. Oculd left
The Courier-Gazette's story about
water, Roland Hobbs, and Mr. and „
. ..
.
Richard Purcell. Miss Catherine i Tuesday for the Cape.
Anne Snow, chairman. Mrs. Helen Ccean street, have returned to their
-------algln
certainly
aroused
much
in

Mrs. Harry F. Drinkwater all of Mr and Mrs- Edward Angus of H. Carlson will speak concerning homes in Newark. N. J.
A two-ball mixed foursome with
Mis. Mary E. Haines celebrated terest. for only a small portion of Purcell. East Orange. N. J.; Mr.
Whitinsville, Mass; Mr. and Mrs ^rett. Mass, spent the holiday N.Y.A. Student Aid.
------i her 99th birthday recently by at- Rockland citizens had any idea and Mrs. M. J. Walsh. Brooklyn; selective drives was a feature TuesW Paul Seavey and son Billy. Miss w«*end with Mr. and Mrs. Alvin
MLs.W3rare Athearn cf Dover. N ' tending a family party at the Cres- how much ol a real and vital busi Mr. and Mrs. Stanton Glover. Mr. | day afternoon. The pairings in
Martha Seavey. Mr. and Mrs Stonf' Broad strect
cluded Mrs. Earle Anderson. Mrs.
Dr. and Mrs. Frank L. Magune of H. is the guest for a few weeks of cent Beach cottage of her grandness this had become and they feel and Mrs. John H. Schenck. Nauga
Worcester, Mass.. Mr. and Mrs. her aunt, Mrs Ernest Oamage.
tuck. Conn.; Mr and Mrs E J. Jack Bogan. Jr.. Robert Collins and
Cleveand Morey. Miss Alice M. Hall
daughter Mrs. E A. Munsey.
very
sure
that
Superintendent
Wil

The Rubinstein Club will hold a Robert G. Dunton and Mrs. Ralph
Frank McBurney; Mrs. J. Scott
and Mr. and Mrs. Willard S. Falcs
liam F. Wood is to be heartily con Mordaunt, Misses Adrienne. Jeanne
picnic at Miss Raychel Emerson's B. Hilton of Malden. Mass., were
Fowler, Mrs Dana Jackson. Earle
Miss Mary Lawry. who has been
Mr gnd Mrs stuart c Burgess
gratulated on his excellent record and Anne Mordaunt. Pelham. N.
Visit Lucien K Oreen * Son for home ln Warren next Tuesday, with holiday weekend guests of Mrs. counselor at the Katherine Ridge- havp relurned from Nt>rth Wey.
Y.; Mr. and Mrs. James ODonnell Anderson. Dr. Joseph Beardwood;
in this plant.
Furs; Burdells
Dress Shop for Picnic supper.
Robert B. Magune. North Main way girls' camp ln Jefferscn. has I mouth Mass whwe
spent the
Miss Marie O Donnell and Jimmy j Mrs Fred Bothe. Mrs. William Col• • • •
) lins. Dr. Fred Bithe. Jack Bogan,
street. Mrs. Frank L. Magune re returned to her home on Oak street. hohday gnd weekend wjth Mr and
ODonnell.
Dresses. Complete stocks always
Certalr.ly a timely thing is this
The Junior Tennis Tournament Jr.; Mrs. Andrew McBurney, Mrs.
on hand. New merchandise coming
The blood of thoroughbred dogs mains for a longer visit.
item; "Capable of holding a large of the Samoset was held Monday Joseph Beardwood. Wendell Faunce
Miss Dorothy Lawry and Miss
___ °
in every day at
moderate prices, varies in type, but that of monnumber of shipwrecked people, a
Two very enjoyable picnics were Mery Lawry will be hostesses Fri. J. Scott Fowler.
See them today. Odd Fellows Block, grels is always the same, according
day at an outing of the Junior!
Br°^nen entertained life-saving net of cork pieces on a when Patrick Oould and Richard
held this week by members of WinsSchool street. Rockland.
107-tl ' to veterinarians.
;day at ,a thealrc and. d,^r rope framework has been perfected
low-Hclbrook Auxiliary, one Sunday Women s Club, at the Lawry cottagJ,
Ernest C. Davis was host Tues
Mr. and Mrs Maurice Harding
party in observance of her 13lh in Europe. Every ship on the high
at Owl's Head with Mrs. Evelyn St. 1 in Cushing. A brief business meet
day night at a stag party, his
have
returned
from
a
motor
trip
to
birthday.
Her
guests
were
Faith
seas today should have this de
Clclr hosted; the other WeJne«aay ing will be held ln the afternoon.
Fredericton, N B There they raw guests being Justice Fawcett of
Lor.g.
Marie
Berry,
Florence vice.”
at Crescent Beach, Mr. and Mrs. | Supper will be at 7 o'clock, when
some 15.003 soldiers ln training, Brooklyn, N Y.. Warden John A.
• • • •
Kn
ght.
Joan
Herne
and
Aimee
guests
are
invited,
members
to
take
Edwin Edwards hosts. About 25
waiting to be sent abroad, and oth Welch and William Dow of Thom
Karl.
members and guests were present. box lunch lor two Coffee will be
Actor: “As a matter of fact, I ers that had been “over there" and aston. Dr. Charles A. E. Codman
inS M
After picnic supper on the shore, of furnished. Mrs. Margaret Stone
to
Mr. and Mrs. Donald L. Kelsey have received letters from ladies had to return because of wcunds, or of Philadelphia. Frank W. Fuller
sandwiches, hot dogs and other nice and Mrs. Elzada Barstow are on tlie ant on Donald were holiday guests in almost every place in which I sickness.
and Dr. Walter P. Conley.
things the crowd adjourned to the committee.
Sa— *
at the heme of Mr. and Mis Samuel have appeared."
living room where H. A. Howard
Rival: "Landladies, I presume?”
Sezak ln Orono. Donald Kelsey,
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Athearn and
showed colored slides, taken at Cuba,
Mrs. Nancy Savage of Happy
New Under-arm
Jr.
remained
for
a
week's
visit.
St. Petersburg and our own State family have returned to Dover. N.
Hcpe Farm is at her Warren home
There
have
been
no
hall
storms
X
H. having been the guests for a
of Maine.
.
.
...
...
_,
. | Miss Olive Shadie, who has been this Summer and this is the sea this week, awaiting a surgical op Cream Deodorant
few days of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
an extendtd
wHh
eration at Knox Hospital next
safely
Oamage. Crescent street.
Mrs M A ghadle Rock_l< son for them. Hail seldom occurs Monday.
in Winter.
Stops Perspiration
• • • •
Friday and Saturday
S
Mrs. Karl O'Brien and daughter land rtr*1’ haa returned to WashI
rngton,
D.
C.
“I love America, 1 am grateful
Betty have returned from a
Mrs. Euphemia Lawrence of Rock
to have the privilege of living in port will be hostess Saturday to
weeks' visit in Boston, Mass. Wq
Dr. ard Mrs. Paul A Walker of
la
America." said the former Babs the members of the Poetry FellowNcrth Windham and the University
LUCIEN K. GREEN i SON
Hutton. “Yes, America ls the last fh'p of Maine at an all day meet
| of Connecticut entertained at a bufBURDELL’S DRESS SHOP
citadel of true freedom and I have ing Luncheon will be served at
i
fet
supper
in
honor
of
their
11FURRIERS
taken steps toward the restoration
mil) FELLOWS Bl.Ot K
1 weeks-old son, who was christened of my citizenship and as soon as Witham's Lobster Pound at 12.30.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Members of the Scribbler's Club
Brian Keith. The ceremony took
i place at St. Michael's Church in Au I have regained it, I will treasure will act as co-hcstesses with Mrs.
it as my most precious possession." Lawrence. Other local poets are in
1. Docs not rot dresses, does
burn and was performed by Rev.
• • • •
vited.
n<« irritate skin.
Rcbert F. Sweetser, a friend of Dr
Of course you have wondered
2. Nil waitingtodry.Canbeused
and Mrs. Walker's. The baby wore
who gets up all the puzzles, but
right after shaving.
the family christening dress of pale
Mrs Miry Rpwlry entertained !
3. Instantly stops perspiration
did you go so far as to Inquire
pink china silk and tare. The god
Wednesday night at her home. I
for 1 lo J days Removes odor
parents were Mrs. A. Thomas Leh- how it is all done? And did you complimenting her sister. Mrs. 1
from perspiration.
realize there is in this country a
4. Apure,while,greaselcss,stain
I man and Mrs. Norman E. Hubbard
Addie McBrine. Guests were Mrs. I
Puzzlers'
League
and
"The
Enigma"
! of Portland. J. Albert Rudden of
less vanishing cream.
TODAY at 2.00. 6.00, 8.45 P. M.
Clara Calderwood, Mrs. Kathleen
5. Arrid has been awarded the
| Watertown, Mass., and Dr. Edwin is the official organ of that League? Condon, Mrs. Mary McIntosh, Mrs.
They have been holding a Con
Approval Seal of the American
H. Basden cf Willimantic, Conn., A
Maudle Dyer, Mrs. Vivian Con- ,
Institute of Laundering for
vention in Boston.
Themas Lehman served as toast
DAVISBOVER
non, Mrs. Hilda Anderson. Miss
• • • •
being harmless to fabrics.
master and Mrs, Raymond G.
Oertrude Heal, Miss Lucille Shiite,
25 MILLION jars of Arrid
CONTRACTORS
all'thisTand
The
seeds
of
happiness
are
the
Cushing of North Windham was
Miss Florence Kahler. Miss Louise
have been aold. Try a jet today I
in charge of the guest book. Young cheapest one can find, and the McIntosh and Mrs. Marguerite
FIND THEM IN
HEAVEN TOOl
scattering
ls
r.ot
difficult,
so
why
Brian is a grandson of Mrs. Helen
Johnson, and Mrs. Ruby Hall of
TELEPHONE DIRECTORY
Holbrook Moon, of Portland (for not try with all your might to sow Thomaston.
Mrs. McBrine was '
them
wherever
fallow
soil
is
found
.
At all Ulorra "riling Inilrt goods
Scientifically Fitted at
merly of Roekland i and Miss Helen
the recipient of many lovely gifts.
* )-r
(also in 1(1/ and
jar* i
Ycrk is his great, great, great aunt. and give life and happiness to Refreshments were served.
others?
• • • •
Here Is something for the Oar
den Club to remember when they
GET SOME HAPPINESS
do some successful work on plant
GR APHIC • S
Friday and Saturday
life and find they have a new
Phone for a few of our
varie'y. A law was passed ln 1939
TODAY’S
lively Fresh Cut flowers.
Our Salesmen have had
a right to patent a new
giving
IHfAIRE
,
Have them with you for
A GOOD TIME
plant.
years of experience in fit
Camchid ^519
a a a a
company In your rooms!
ting—
Tuck a nosegay jauntily in
The United States has become
FRIDAY, ONE DAY ONLY
your ccat when you walk
the world's largest consumer of
CHILDREN’S SHOES
| coffee. This Is far better than to
out. See hew they will en-.
, be the largest consumer of Inebri
wili\oUVlA
liven you. -smart-up your
ating drinks.
appearance! No equally
ANN SOTHERN
LEE BOWMAN
a a a a
small
outlay can buy so
THREE SHORT SUBJECTS
Nearly 86,000,000 pounds of chew
and
much ln chceriness.
I? JEnTREyV* A
TWO SHOWS ONLY—2.10 AND 7.0(1 P. M.
ing gum is worked through the
jaws per year ln America.
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CLASSIFIED PAGES

MCLA1N’S
SHOE STORE

COMiQUt

TO HAVE A
GOOD TIME!

$3.95

OfHAVILLAND

lynnM

$4.50

AfYLOVt
Hir first
starring j
ro/e <inc«i

GWTWI

&ME

BUSTER BROWN

$1.69

MCLA1N’S
SHOE STORE
432 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

Let’s get acquainted at our OWL'S SHOW
A night of merriment and surprises
SPECIAL PREVUE SHOWING OF

With EDDIE ALBEIT • IKK WTMAB
CHAILES WWNnGEB -SPUR BTDICTON
Diroctod br KURT BERNHARDT
A WARNER BROS, rint National Pictan

.

Play by Ivan OoH. Robart Buckner and Sul
Baldwin • From a Story by Walter Reiach

NOW PLAYING
“GREAT McGINTY”
% with
BRIAN DONLEVY
AKIM TAMIROFT'

JOHN WAYNE

CLAIRE TREVOR
PLUS

“GOLD RUSH MAISIE”
ANN SOTHERN
LEE BOWMAN
Free Apple Cider and Doughnuts served between the shows and
entertained by

Five Acts On Stage, Stafs of Tomorrow
After the last feature showing, dancing will be enjoyed on thc
stage

Recorded Music By Name Bands
NO INCREASE I> PRICE—DON’T MISS IT

Strand

Shows: Mat. 2: Evg. 6 45 and 8.45
Continuous Saturday 2.15 to 10.45
Sunday Mat. 3— Daylight Time

a a a •

In 1871 was the first outdoor
athletic games held in America
and how the out-of-doors sports
| have enlivened and benefltted this
nation since that time.
a

“DARK COMMAND”

$2.95
BOB-O-LINK SHOES

SPECIAL ATTRACTION FRIDAY NIGHT
BEGINNING AT 9.00 P. M. *

So come in today and
have them fitted with such
famous makes—

DOCTOR’S CHOICE
and

“GOLD RUSH MAISIE”

LAST TIMES TODAY

“1 LOVE YOU AGAIN”
WILLIAM POWELL

MYRNA LOY

a

SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP
371 MAIN STREET

TEL. 318-W
106-107

ROCKLAND. ME.

• a

And said the timid passenger to
the airplane pilot, “Am I to sit per
fectly still and not be one bit
afraid and all that; but tell me this,
if anything should happen and we
start to fall what do T do then?''
Pilot: “Oh, that ls easy. You
Just grab the first thing that we
pass and hang on tight.”
Timid lady: “Oh, thank you so
much. Now I am sure I will not
be afraid."
• • • •
Argentine cattlemen have pre
sented to England a shipload of
canned beef—a very fine gesture of
deep significance.
• • • •
Byron was a wise poet. He once
said, “All who Joy would win, must
share it. Happiness was born a
twin,"

ANNOUNCING
Our Annual Display and Sale nf

FURS AND FUR GARMENTS
Yon Are Cordially Invited To Make An Early Inspection

Quality Furs at Moderate Prices

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON
CLOTH COATS
16 SCHOOL STREET

FURRIERS
BURDELL S DRESS SHOP
ROCKLAND, ME.

TELEPHONE 540

THE CITY SUCKER'S REVENGE

Broadbent Irate
Port Clyde Man Ridicules
Idea Of Replacing the
National Anthem
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I was astounded the • other night
to hear ever a radio broadcast that
a movement was underway to have
tlie latest song hit “Ood Bless
America,” take the place of "The
Star Spangled Banner” as our Na
tional Anthem, Shades of the de
parted!
Maybe war hysteria has had
something to do, witli this extraor
dinary proposal, but it is past und -rstandirg how many Americans of
sound mind could consider for a
moment the substitution of this
over-baiiyhooed song hit by Kate
C nith lor the immortal epic poem
of Francis Scott Key, which touches
the very heart and soul of America.
I find no fault with this patriotic
sorg, but that any composition
should replace our National Anthem
ls unthinkable.
Certain elements would like to
wipe out the early history of the
United States, particularly all rec
ord cf the indomitable English men
and women who first landed on our
shores. Seeking civil and religious
freedem These Anglo-Saxon pio
neers laid the foundation for our
free institutions, for freedom of
speech and assembly, our common
law, the Bill of Rights and Ure pub
lic school, the bedrock of America
With cnly the forest primeval
and hostile Indians before them
what. untold suffering and hard
ships these first colonists endured
before the rudest sort of shelter
could be obtained and any degree
cf ccmfort and safety could be as
sured. They knew the want of food
and the barest necessities, but their
fortitude was unbreakable. Tlie
greater their difficulties the strong- I
er their will to conquer them, and :
what a debt we owe to them!
A short time ago I read a state
ment by an Italian physician to the j
effect that Angle-Saxon Influence '
in the United States was dying out. <
that the descendants of the found- |
ers of our country were diminish
ing rapidly and soon would be out
numbered by other nationals.
With all due respect for this pre
diction I have not the slightest
hesitation in saying that AngloSaxon influence in the United
States will persist as long as our
country lasts.
What we are sadly in need of is
a more homogeneous population,
the wiping out of hyphenated
Americans. A citizen of the Umud
States should be a straight-out
American and nothing more.
Col. Theodore Roosevelt years
ago warned the nation against those
ameng us who were half American
and half something else. He was
bitterly opposed to unrestricted in
vestigation and said that unless
steps were taken to remedy this
America would soon become a
“polyglot boarding house.” It is
not far from that today.
This condition of affairs has been
brought about largely by the lack
of interest in politics, in State and
national government by nativeborn citizens. The newcomers are
in possession of most public offices.
Grover Cleveland said that "pub
lic office is a public trust.” It would
be nearer the truth today to say
that "public office is a public
‘bust."
All Americans should be familiar
with the early history of their coun
try. the declaration of Independ
ence and Washington's Farewell
address.
Of the 56 signers of the declara
tion of Independence at least 50
were British. Few seem to know
that Washington himself was an
officer in the British Army, serving
under General Braddcck.
As for the proposal to substitute
the latest song hit for our peerless
National anthem. Americans will
continue to sing:—

Every-Other-Day
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Some few weeks ago all of Vinal
haven. some parts of Buffalo, N.
Y„ and certain other scattered sec
tions of the country were holding
their sides and giving the merry
"Haw Haw" to Don Patterson for
the manner in which he handled
a shotgun when invited to a trap
shoot by some of his friends. Don
is not the bashful sort and while
i he promised no great score at that
time he did make a few unguarded
remarks as to his ability to "knock
’em spinning," so that when he
turned in a score of a single hit
out of 25 shots the boys couldn't
j help from smiling out loud.
Don's alibi that the background
kept getting into his line of vision
and that the barrel of the gun was
crooked, didn't go down with his
friends at all and somehow the
account of It got into the trade
paper conducted by the Aluminum
I Corporation of America, which has
a circulation of some 20.000 among
the Company's employes, of which
our Don Is one of the salesmen.
In this account Don was represent
ed as being a city slicker who was
| out-slicked by hls country friends
at the gentle pastime of shooting
the clay pigeons, and a few more
humorous barbs were sunk into
Don's not too thin epidermis.
But the old saying of “he who
LIKES (LEAN FIN

NORTH WALDOBORO

Miss Della Burnheinter and Sadie
Davis were Portland visitors re
cently.
laughs last, laughs best." was right
Guests Sunday at the home of
up Don's shirtsleeve last Sunday
when the boys gathered again at . Cleveland Walter were Ira Achorn
Cal Vinal's field and he had the of Monhegan, Mr. and Mrs. Ken
sweetest time of his life as he neth Benner, Raymond Achorn and
really did a Job on the poor pigeons. son of Whitinsville, Mass.
In fact he broke so many of them
Fred Vannah has employment in
so unexpectedly, that there were
not enough to go around, and they Connecticut.
Harry Ames of Townsend. Mass.,
had to call the match off for lack
of targets. Postmaster Drew, who is passing a few days with his son,
ls the local source of supply for Guy Ames.
the clay targets, figured there
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Duncan of
might be a shortage, nevertheless, j Winthrop, Mass., and Mr. and
reckoning the way Don had per Mrs. Harold Duncan of Gloucester,
formed
the
previous
session, Mass., passed the holiday weekend
thought they could get by. but with Mr. and Mrs. Chester Dun
Don was just 81 percent better as can.
a marksman, and by breaking 17
Mrs. Thomas Watson of Boston
out of hts 20 targets led his nearest was a recent caller on Sadie Davis.
competitor, Link Sanborn by two.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Pearl of
As Don took his departure from Revere. Mass., are visiting Mr. and
the traps at the end of his first Mrs Warren Pearl for a few days.
effort he was pretty glum and a
Helen Levensaller who was in
bit dejected, but the report of his
condition as the steamer pulled Barre, Mass., for several weeks, re
away from the wharf last Sunday turned home Monday.
had him smiling and bowing and
offering his hat to the cheering |
and applause that greeted his star
performance as the hero of that
little comedy "The City Slicker's
Revenge"
Everybody is looking
forward to the next issue of the
Aluminum
Corporations
trade
paper
Of Tired Kidneys

BACKACHE,
LEG PAINS MAY
BE DANGER SIGN

HOPE

If backache and kg pains are making you
miserable, don't just complain and do nothing
about them. Nature may be warning you that
. your kidneys need attention.
ThelUneye are Nature's chief way of taking
excess acids and poisonous waste out of the
blood. They help most people pase about 3 pints
a day.
If the 15 miles of kidney tubes and filters
i don’t work well, poisonous waste matter stays
in the blood. These poisons may start nagging
backaches, rheumatic pains, 1«| pains, loss of
pep and energy, getting up nights, swelling,
I ufhnsse under the eyes, headaches and dtixineas. Frequent or scanty passages with smart
ing and burning sometimes shows there is some
thing wrong with your kidneys or bladder.
Don't waitl Ask vour druggist for Doan's
Fills, used successfully by millions for over 40
years. They give happy relief and will help the
15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poisonous
waste from ths blood. Get Doan's Fills.

A no-liquor, no-gambling policy
James Wentworth is home from
characterized a practical demon the Base Hospital in Portland
stration, by the recent Morris where he was confined several
County (New Jersey) Fair, that weeks after a severe appendectomy
clean and honest amusements still
The Rockland Pirates, managed by Frank Winchenbach. have a long list of victories to their credit this season. A fine team made up of fine
case.
are popular enough to be profitable.
boys. Back row. left to right: Buddy Chisholm, Lyle Drinkwater, Freddy Bucklin. Frank Winchenbach. Gordon Whitman. Richard French, Joe
A Farm Bureau dinner was
The
fair
was
sponsored
by
the
Sebastian. Front row : Al McNeilly. Chuck Ellis, Cobb Peterson, Ott Bill ngs. Pee Wee Collamore. Johnnie Karl. Charlie Foote; Clayton Winchen
served Wednesday. “Variety in
local
Grange
and
was
operated
ac

bach. mascot.
cording to the high ethical stand Vegetables” was the subject with
ards which characterize tha; true the foods leader, Florence M Brown
River road, and the Handy Hust- housekeeping, 14 garden, 3 potato,
American organization. The total in charge, ably assisted by Mrs.
lers boys' 4-H Club of Thomaston^ 2 sweet corn. 3 chick raising 1 number of admissions exceeding Emilie Hobbs.
had a joint meeting. Aug. 27. at poultry management. 5 canning. 1 30 000 and a net profit of better
the Oeorge s River school house to room improvement, and 1 dairv than $3,500 was revealed by the
make final plans for their local
were $1.50 for flrst premium; final accounting. More than 40.000
AND THE
contest program which was Sept.
,
, „ square feet of commercial exnibits
uutly !
3 Arlene Nelson is leader of the S7C or second premium; and 135 were featured, but “no games of
The Road Back le
ior
third
premium
Jolly Tollers and Albert Harjula 1
chance, nc takers, and no liquor”
Ixx-al Contests—the final public
of the Handy Hustlers. Donald
Mltr the beauty trials of vacationing, consult
was the slogan which was adnered I
Reed is acting leader in the ab-'meeting and exhibition of every to 100 percent.
us about mapping your route bark to ex
I club
—will
quisite loveliness. Youll gasp at the excit
"It was a striking example of the I
..
,. in
. its„ local
, . community
, _
... be
Agriculture
i charge of Mrs. Olive Dow. Mrs. sence of Mr Harjula.
The Sunshiny Seven girls' club heJ_d
ing difference one visit here can make!
Earl Norwood of Hope, has a Altha Marsh, Mrs. Lois Flye and
coin counties during Stptember '
of puttlng on a laFge
of
Nobleboro are rehearsing a play and the flrst of O-tober Every- (
very fine crop of blueberries this Mrs. Winona Chase will serve din1°™“*
year. He has two crews picking ner at noon Me"“bers
<*^" called "Orandmothers Rose Jar” one is cordiallv invited to attend ! ^‘UF\a"d ™*klng the, wh°? PF°'
[TEL 66
.
.
.
cuss groaning methods and make for their local contest program. these to see the w. rk of the 4-H J”tnagFeat(e<1UFa“onaI and com’1
and wiU continue the work during various creams and ]otlons
They have held their club tour In Clubs. Each contest wiU be ad- ' ™"U.y affaiF fThos* who declare
REVLON POLISH,
'that you cant make any money
part of this month. His berries are
The following leader meetings specting articles of sewing and , vertlsed locally.
plus LIP STICK,
J
1
fi
BEAUTY
SHOP
on a fair without inaluding these
handled through the State of ' will be held with "Scrapbooks" as cooking made by each club member. This will give them 100 extra
BRECK'S
things.' would do well to study the
328 MAIN ST- ROCKLAND
Maine Blueberry Orowers Co-op- I
subject:
SCALP TREATMENT
experience of the Morris County
Aina, Sept. 11 at Erskine Hall in j points toward their plaque score. OWLS HEAD
erative. West Rockport.
Members of the Wawennocks Frederick Bening who returned Fair." a press comment pointedly
______
Many poultrymen are shipping charge of Mrs. Ella Erskine. Mrs. I 4-H Club of Pemaquid with their Monday to his home in Baldwin, suggested—From the Union Signal
Caro Genthner and Mrs. Ella Er- |
eggs to the Maine Egg Co-operative skine are on the dinner committee. leader, Robert Fossett, had a clam- N. Y.. was recently given a farewhich holds auctions in Lynn. I
Bristol. Sept. 12. at the church bake ard weinie roast Aug. 31. Their well party by a group of relatives
Mass. Eggs are now being picked
local contest program will bc Tues- and friends at the home of his
up at the United Farmers' Co-op vestry. In charge of Mrs. Waite day r.ight Sept. 13.
grandparents. Capt. and Mrs. SidWeeks
and
Mrs.
Harriett
Redonnett.
erative grain store. Rockland.
There were 1C2 4-H exhibits at ney Arey. A shore dinner was
Mrs.
Mary
Weeks
and
Mrs.
Ruth
There will be a meeting at
Damariscotta fair last wcek about served and a fishing cruise was enAppleton Grange hall next Tues Hetherington are on the dinner 20 more than a year ago. There I joyed. The host received a variety
committee.
day night, on construction of man
Rockland. Sept. 12. at the Farm ) were: 40 sewing, 32 cooking and of gifts and remembrances.
ure pits ar.d better care of manure
i
Bureau
Hall. Mrs. Ruth Levenon Knox-Lincoln farms.
A poultry meeting will be held seler wiU conduct the meeting and
in the district Wednesday. Sept. 11. Mrs. Frances Farrand and Mrs.
at 3 p. m. at the poultry farm of Hervey Allen will be in charge of
dinner.
Foster Jameson. Waldoboro Frank
Reed, poultry specialist of the Ex 4-H Club Notes
tension Service, will attend and
Frances Cook and Virginia Thi
discuss production of Summer eggs. bodeau. members of the "4-F’ club
of Friendship won blue ribbons as
With the Homes
"Aids in Clothes Buying" will be champions in a contest, on judg
the subject of meetings with the ing the good and bad points of
home demonstration agent this muffins. This contest was conduc
ted by the local leader. Mrs. Mary
week and next:
North Edgecomb. Sept. 5. at the Henry Van Deman at their meet
schoolhouse. Mrs. Evelyn Gray and ing, Aug. 29.
The Jolly Toilers of George's
Miss Anna Cate will serve the
square meal for health.
Edgecomb, Sept. 6 at the Town
Hall. Mrs. Jennie Williams, Mrs.
Gwendolyn Dunton and Mrs.
Wear them every
Charles Roberts are in charge of
day! Launder them
dinner.
as often as you like
Nobleboro. Sept. 11 at the Grange
hall with dinner in charge of Mrs.
— they
are
dark
Marion Chapman and Mrs. Lydia
enough in tone not
Look them over, children—but don’t let
Hamlin.
to soil easily. Care
mother overlook outfitting you with these
At these meetings buying of
shoes and selection of shoes for
colorful, practical fashions from our stock!
fully made, neatly
style and comfort will be dis
RCA Victor takes the greatest
They’re firs) class for classroom wear.
finished,
these
cussed.
pleasure in announcing the re
“The Star Spangled banner ln triumph
A canning bee. starting at 9 a.
cotton
in
duction in price of nearly all Vic
will wave
tor Records, both Classical and
Oer the land of the free and the home m.. will be held by Esther Dunham
shirt,
and
of the brave."
Popular!
home demonstration agent. Sept.
S. Newton Broadbent
blouse-top styling.
10 at the Grange hall in South
New Low Price for Red Seal
Port Clyde, Aug. 21.
Records
Thomaston. A picnic dinner will
75c and $1.08
be brought by members.
Miss Leone Dakin. Extension
RCA Victor indicated its con
foods specialist, will be in the dis
sciousness of public needs when
trict Sept. 12 and will make calls
it introduced the Black Label
Justice William H. Fisher on school lunch projects.
Classics earlier this year
The
The following leader meetings
instant success of this venture
Becomes Heir of Law
will be held this week and next:
was proof that the American
He Drew
Christmas Suggestions. Sept. 5 at
Public was demanding low-priced
classical music. In answer to this
Gov. Lewis O. Barrows’ first ap- the Biscay Community House.
great demand,, Victor has re
p”lnbment of an active retired jus Damariscotta, in charge of Mrs.
duced all of its Red Seal records
tice for Maine's high courts— Wil Mae Lucier.
(with two exceptional, to the
“
First
Aid"
Sept.
6
at
Mr.s.
Hes

liam H. Fisher of Augusta who re
uniform price of $1 for 12” size
ter
Chase's
Farm
in
Rockport.
tired recently from active service
and 75c for 10" size. Records in
on the superior court bench—was Allen Payson. Camden Fire Chief,
this classification formerly sold
unanimously confirmed Tuesday by will conduct this meeting. Mrs.
as high as $2 each.
RED
the Executive Council at a special Lizzie French. Mrs. Lizzie Smith,
Victor Black Label Classics Now
session.
Justice
Fisher,
re and Mrs. Hattie Davies are on the
50c and 75c
BLUE
signed after reaching the retire committee serving dinner.
These "Popular Editions" of
Design
in
Handwork,
Sept.
10,
GREEN
ment age of 70 to take advantage
great classical Victor Recordinjs
at Vinalhaven in charge of Mrs.
of a pension plan.
have been further reduced to 50c
OLIVE
for the 10" size (formerly 75e)
Justice Fisher, a former Deputy Frank Rossiter. Mrs. Katie Green
leaf.
Mrs.
Vera
Johnson
and
Mrs.
and
75c
for
the
12"
size
(former

WINE
Attorney General, explained to Barly $1).
rows and the councilors that it was Marjorie Chilles will serve the
square
meal
for
health.
Members
The Famous Victor Popular
he who in 1923 drew the law pro
Records
viding for the appointment of ac will take sewing equipment and
Now Only 50e
tive retired justices, pointing out will make samples of various hahd
These superlative recordings
hat "this State is the only one to stitches.
Christmas Suggestions, at Sim
of “popular dance" music have
have such a law."
onton, Sept. 11 at the home of Mrs.
been purchased by thousands of
Justice Fisher is Maine’s only ac
discerning record buyers. Now
Plaid cotton dress, shirt styled, with pique
tive retired justice at present. Bar Gershom Walden.. Mrs. J. Chester
98
all 10” Victor Popular Records
Melvin and Mrs. Frank Marcello
rows and the council expressed to
are
50c.
The
music
of
Tommy
will serve dinner. Patterns will be
collar and pockets. Center, jumper.
him the hope he would be able to
cut for various Christmas sugges- i Dorsey, Larry Clinton, Duke El
continue in that capacity “for many
lington. Artie Shaw, Xavier CuSIZES
tions under the direction of Mrs.
years to oome."
gat. Hal Kemp, and many others
Ernestine Buzzell.
t
14
to 20
may now be purchased at this
He was appointed to the superior
Dyeing for the Household, Owls
new low price.
bench in 1924, afted having prac Head Sept. 11 in charge of Mrs.
"FOLLOW US AND SAVE"
ticed law many years and serving Evelyn Brown. Hope. Mrs. Jessie
Victor Records at these New Low
as Kennebec County attorney and Robbins and Mrs. Nellie Reed are
Prices Now Available At
deputy attorney general.
on the dinner committee. Members
will dye various things using dif
“FOLLOW US AND SAVE”
369 MAIN STREET
ferent methods.
georges iver road
ROCKLAND, MAINE
369 MAIN STREET.
ROCKLAND, ME.
Making the Most of Your Ap
There will be a guest preacher in
107-lt
the Finnish Church Sunday at 7.30, pearance, Sheepscot, Sept. U, in

WITH THE EXTENSION AGENTS
KNOX-LINCOLN FARM BUREAU

II IfflfflBfkS
In Colorful
New PLAIDS

Come and See Our New
CHILDREN'S DRESSES for

SCHOOL WEAR

VICTOR
RECORDS

Announce a New
Low Price

A Retired “Active”

$1

I

R

MAINE MUSIC CO.

CUTLER’S

Inc

CUTLER’S Inc, Rockland

